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The Review managed to sneak 
its way into Buckingham Palace 
— tlianks to seven year-old 
Heather Brown.
A few weeks ago Review 
photographer Murray Sharralt 
took a photo of Heather cuddling 
one of the lambs on her father’s 
farm at 1569 Stelly’s Cross Road 
and it ran front page in our Jan. 
19 issue.
Soon after Heather was 
learning to write letters in a class 
at school when her teacher 
suggested she write Queen 
Elizabeth.
BUCK!NGHAM PALACE
But Heather did even better. 
She enclosed the Review photo of 
herself with the letter and was so
By JOHN GREEN
There will be no provincial government a.ssistancc for property 
damage suffered by North Saanich residents during last winter’s 
storms, Environment Minister Stephen Rogers has informed the 
municipal council.
Replying to a Jan. 25 letter from the council, Rogers stated that “it 
is not government policy to provide assistance for insurable losses, 
such as wind damage, or losses that do not directly impact a principal 
residence.’’
He suggested persons Who suffered losses during the windstorm 
bring their circumstances to the attention of their insurers.’’
A motion was made to receive and file the letter, but Aid. Edgar 
Farthing protested that most of the losses were not insurable, because 
insurance companies will not cover vvave damage.
Aid. Alan Cornford agreed insurers would not accept liability and 
said the government should recognize the fact.
Council agreed to write to Rogers pointing this out to him, although 
no one sugge.sted it would do anyone any good.
A more welcome letter was received from the B.C. Agricultural 
Land Commission, which announced that the commission will come 
to North Saanich and meet with the council at I p.m. on March 22.
This results from council’s request that the commission review' 
lands in the district which are suitable for agricultural uses, to help 
guide council in revising the official community plan.
Aid. Jim Cumming noted the meeting coincides with the official 
opening of the new hospital on Helmncken Road, “and I’ve waited 16 
years for that,’’ but indicated he would be at the meeting.
It will be open to the public, and representatives of the advisory 
planning commission and the environmental advisory commission will v 
be specifically invited to attend.
Council referred to the zoning and land use committee a request 
from Wally du Temple that couricil “cancel that segment of Braemar 
Avenue which is still undeveloped.
Braemar now ends in a cul de sac at the boundary of du Temple’s^vited^ sa^ her mother, ^Mrs. Ardmore Golf Course, but the right of way continues to the in- ;
osemeuy renvn, w len a^ e er tersection of Ardmore Drive and Inverness Avenuej and half of the
xame,-.mack'V,, Feb.'- '5' "-with 'the'-:-.- ■ ■■. 2;-:;,;-:-:
; -. ——^— ------------------ -----------------——:-------------—--------------- —-------------------- ^------------ ------- —-------------------- ,———: . ■- . ''p.'i'-.sixth'greeii IS on it.-W-:':::-'-' r.'
Rain didn't dampen enthusiasm of thousands of people whq waited early Tuesday to catch ^ Co. is now proposing to bury underground phone
glimpse of Queen Elizabeth sporting umbrella as she arrived in Victoria. The Britannia Lady-in-Waiting to the Queen, lines in the unused right of way, and du Temple proposed an ex-
was escorted by four helicopters and docked at Ship's Point. Keith Sutherland Photo Kathryn Dugdale, wrote ‘‘Her change that would give the municipality a country lane from Braemar
Majesty enjoyed seeing your to Ardmore Drive; The golf course has been using the right of way 
*1 ^ fa 1 ea photograph with the new born since 1937.
^ A T F*I lamb’’ and sent the “Queen’s Acting airport manager J.G. McClure notified council of approval
1 Ww ITI sincere thanks for your kind of council’s proposal to extend Cresswell Road to Airport Road to
W W in doi'nff so.’’ giye 'quicker'accessTibYiiH’hc hew Tire hall to the airport, but noted if
It’s a letter voune Heather will the municipality was hoping for . any cost sharing by Transport 
“S ® , r ^ ^ Canada the expenditure would have to be justified by September, -
■ 1983, for inclusion in construction in 1985-86.
By JOHN green ;
people wait until Horst Klein is in 
the vicinity before they get into 
trouble.'
When a man jumped -Off the 
Qtieen of Esquimalt in Shute 
Passage between Portland and 
Piers Island Saturday, Klein was 
just three miles away, wondering 
why the ferry was doing a U-turn.
When the “man over-
board’’cal! came oh the radio a 
few minutes later; Klein tran- 
sferfed from the Queen of Storm 
to his Boston whaler and reached 
the man, who was clinging to a 
life preserver, just ahead; of a 
lifeboat from the ferry,
Sidney RCMP identified the 
; mas i fisv Michael Filipchuk, 27, 
who had Walked away from Horst Klein
; approaching; Swartz;;Bay, where
-the.vessels.back in.:;:r';;''
; Filipchuk went in the water 
' ; about 12:25 p.m. Klein heard the T T
radio call at 12:30, and had
hian on b^ the Whaler at Sidney residents who love treeT 
12:38. and care about where their tax
T T W on the alert
sferred from the lifeboat to the for the tree killers,”
; \yhaler; and the^^^J They’re the people who 'have
provided a blanket in which they destroyed 351 of the town’s 911
wrapped Filipchuk for the five- boulevard trees,; much to the
Tninutc ride to Swartz Bay ferry anguish of many people, in-
dock, where an ambulance was eluding Jonathan Kelly, foreman
waiting,Me did hot move or of Sidney’s parks department,
speak during the ride. One of these days when he’s
Filipchuk was treated at retired Kelly would like to be able
Saanich Peninsula Hospital for to walk around the town and
exposure.: ; look at the flourishing trees lie
Klein lives on the Queen of helped to plant, knowing he
Storm at Ponder Island, but this played a pan in beautifying
is not ilic first lime he has been Sidney.
But the destroyers are on theHospital in hint, and tlicn P*T *jic T on hand at Sidney wheii an ac-
Coquitlam two days previously. stern of the ferry. A ferry cm- cidcnthaiqtcncd,-^^^^^ -
He go into an argument on the ployce threw him a lifejacket, his ti
rampage and the town js haying 
o take steps to protcct new treeS: 
f d(xk with Rayhibhd Dioil, ai T stern doors: bn ferries arc ;;i W were returning lYom Sidney being planted, 
urist from Saskatchewan, hit often open, especially when IT'‘HsTlcpartmenfstaffer?? have
been planting cherry trees on ;
car 
tourist
Beacon. The trees cost $100 each 
buf the price cbmes ouf closer to ; 
$200 with;; the ; added cost of 
W special guards and protectors
being installed to'protect trees : ?;
; ;;? W
over as publisher of The Review, 
the appointtnent effective im-: 
jncdiatcly, He replaces Roy 
; Spooner, who \yill be working 
with a Victoria publication.
comes from Burns 
Lake where he was publisher of 
the; Lakes District News. As 
manager and publisher, in the 
past 14 years he has had a variety 
of expcriencc;»~” and'success in 
building up several \vcekly and 
daily newspapers in northern 
;^B.C,
Hc’.s “happy to be heading up 
a fiapcr which has been around 
for"'70 yw‘;:fmdTiassuch'''fl.'we)!-''"'--
;:;;';''':'''’;cstablishcd;;';:reputatibnt’;;and'';''is'';:'';;
to be working alongside 
''Bn't!xperici\ccd''and'-Trofcsslonal.^ v';;*' 
;; tcanv of 'people, he;addM'.:;;'',''?
';;;-bf-:,,weeklynewspapers;;';! ii';jiic;'.;;.;
connnunhy. "I com-
Hoting The Review enjoys a high ’*^f,*[*^* vandalism.
' degree of involvcineiit with'
J .. > . t chance to create somethina' resicients of peningila ;
hnuiiiics, l.oisclle; hopi people
“will geteveh more involved with ^ ^ 1 .j
■ . ' ' J ' .'T', ' ■ ■: ■■
HcMI cniov working witlv ■ w
nKTchams nnci soys hVII Mrivr «,po'«m^
lor the besii possible working
rclniionship with iIk* business Rnstliavcn 16. per cent nre
communily. I.aisellc sirongly iblssmg— one.morning Kelly bad
siipporis the ''shop locnily’b :
■concepi; ' ' ::-sireteli,'
The new puhHsber snys he'll , •?"’?'. ”«?? r"'?' 
niso Avork to build ibe pnper's badlydui nKlbde lnndadjacentlo ,;
. circulaiiob and '‘ilK people of
the Gulflslands—-our neighbors icT
The ; Replacement cost ol the 351- will not be forgotten,'
' , Review''TaT';''hccn'/Ticrc'■' 'a:f 'a.
V- *—It'r'.i''! I 1'-I'Ara. a
, I
trees destroyed or missing is 
coimntinjty newspaper for 70 estimated at $l0,W),,but apart
yenrs;and :l.oisellcpredlci''it’ll :
be rtr'ouiul even Inruier thnn that taxpayers, vandals are destroying 
In the years to come somethtng that belongs to
;; ;LoiwlleT1s married:;^ tomhef to guard protecting one of newly
side Landmark Building on Beacon. Some 24 guards have
tnunity newspapers belong to the f 
are there to serve,” ''
niULoheUe
. . . heads paper.
'\v!rg,;’:""Jo-A'i'in,';;;:;\vaTy„born' la:.';: "
VictoHa liie ^ouidc have two
girls; iCllchclle, 1$ and^B replace broken or been built to prevenf vandals destroying them,
ReggieR'owft'ii'd'Rlioio,Contirtnecl on Fiigc A2
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Central Saanich council drew a 
crowd Monday night when 
some 40 people turned up to 
speak on behalf of Gordon 
and Ralph Michell, who received 
a letter from council recently 
telling them the use of their land 
at Island View as a trailer park 
was illegal.
The Michell’s land is zoned 
agricultural, and under general 
provisions for all zones, the 
bylaw prohibits the use of any 
auto, truck, bus, recreational 
vehicle or coach body for human 
habitation, except as a transient 
dwelling in an approved tourist 
accommodation use.
Bob Fennell of Fennell’s 
Trailer Supplies said there was 
very little area for parking 
recreational vehicles, and if 
Michell’s were to be shut down, 
council should provide another
By JOHN GREEN
Sidney council’s expropriation 
of part of North Saanich 
Memorial Park was unanimously 
censured March 1 at a meeting of 
Sidney and North Saanich 
residents.
The meeting had been called by 
15 residents to select a committee 
to look for property to replace 
the expropriated land, and to 
consider asking for the 
resignation of Royal Trust as 
trustee for the park. Sixty-one 
eligible residents attended.
No motion to replace the Royal 
Trust was put before the meeting, 
and most of the evening was 
spent debating the terms of
reference for the selection 
committee, but when the motion 
censuring Sidney council was 
presented from the floor it passed 
without a dissenting vote.
Proposed by Bob Harman, the 
motion stated: “This meeting of 
residents, beneficiaries of the 
Memorial Park Trust, resident in 
Sidney and North Saanich, 
wishes to express its concern, 
distress and regret that the 
significant and symbolic nature 
of the consecrated land of the 
trust was neither recognized nor 
properly considered in the ex­
propriation proeecdings of 1981 
by the Corporation of Sidney.”
It asked that “the major and
council of Sidney consider 
relocation of the couplet road 
before start of construction in 
order to respect the integrity of 
Memorial Park property.”
Sidney Aid. Stan Bamford 
contended that when the 
.provincial highways department 
expropriated the cenotaph areas 
of the park in 1969 and the 
cenotaph was moved to the town 
hall “the dedication and con- 
secreation went with the 
cenotaph.”
Royal Trust solicitor Alan 
Trann disagreed saying “The 
purpose of the trust was to have a 
continuing war memorial park. 
The fact that the cenotaph area
was moved does not detract from 
the dedication.”
Members elected to the 
selection committee were Larry 
Cross, Gil Montgomery and 
Andre Boas from North Saanich 
and Wayne Hannan and John 
Salvador from Sidney.
The terms of reference adopted 
earlier in the meeting had barred 
aldermen, school trustees, and 
members of the boards and 
commissions appointed by 
municipal councils from serving 
on the committee.
The committee is instructed to 
“prepare an inventory of land 
suitable to cultural, recreational 
and athletic use giving estimate of
cost, best use, capacity and 
possible tenancy,” and to invite 
submissions from the Sidney and 
North Saanich Community Hall 
Association from (SANSCHA), 
municipal councils, local 
organizations and the public.
It was made clear that under 
the terms of the trust the com­
mittee could deal only with 
substitute land for the area ac­
tually expropriated, not with 
moving the entire complex to a 
new location. After it recom­
mends a number of sites the final 
choice will be made by the 
citizens of Sidney and North 
Saanich by referedum.___
area. Bud and Flora do a good 
job, he said.
Others who spoke said the area 
is a boon to residents and visitors 
and brings business to the area in 
gasoline and supply purchases.
Mayor Dave Hill intervened to 
say “The issue at hand is that the 
operation is against the bylaw 
and the community plan. This is 
not a hearing on a rezoning 
application,” he added.
One women told the mayor, 
“We are going to put our trailer 
^ there, are you going to come and 
r haul us out?’V T
“Don’t expect me to reply to , 
That”’ Hill said.
: Hill outlined the procedure the
Michells must follow to apply for 
an amendment to the ebrnmunity 
T plait' and: submit a rezoning 
C a:pplication. It is up to the owners 
. of the property to come forward 
and apply if they wish to.
; Clerk Fred Durranad said he 
; had received two other com- 
■ plaints, it goes beyond the one 
property, he said. “I have letters ,
; to them in the mail.”
Prices Effective 
Wed. lar. 9tfi to Sat. iar. 12th, 1983
Home of SUPER savings! 
ip Oowntown Sidlfis)? 
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-5:30
FOODS










Sidney Anglers late members 
' only winter derby held Feb. 27 in 
good weather drew 55 fishermen 
and netted 30 fish.
Winner was Bob Bailey vvith a 
^^12 pound 4-ounce spring salmon; 
i Murray Kosic took second place 
: with an 11 pound 9; ounce fish 
To 11 ow ed by Ar t M 
; whose spring weighed in at 10 
pounds 11 ounces, T
. Joinsbn, 10 pounds 4 ounces; 
C iSthvRob Scantlebury, 8 pounds 2 




























NEW ZEALAND FROZEN 
SIRLOIN TIP
liOr? .; .Ib.
FRESH NO. I PORK 
END CUT PORK






























EM P White or Brown 450g loaf, , .joaf ^ V
PARKAYSOFT
iornOil












Sidney and Saanich Peninsula 
Garden Club plans a rose pruning 
y demonstration by George
Hepworth 10 a.m. March 12 at 
The Memorial Rose Garden on 
ILcsthaycn Drive. Visitors





. 1 IIJ./454 hr r.:.'..
'CATELLI'^yy.”.'-T:'",'
MAC&CHEESE
Continued from Page A1
■j iiprobtcd trees but it has the 
yi'csponsibility for inaking streets 
as attractive as possible, Kelly
y objects left u
induce further; vandalism, lie
study on abandoned 
yijiuildings shows that wlicn 
broken windows are not repaired 
lubrc arc smashctl and furtlier,, 
vaindalisni Hastens the clcsiruct ion 
of buildings. r; :
sayts other communities 
have the sarnie problcins. One 
Town decided The cost of ; 
replacing trees vyas prohibitiyc 
^^ hoipe owners were ipld^ i^
was agreed the town would 
y y replace thCnvif diirhnged. ^ '
y yy All smnir towns suiter a high
:::."'.'':'y'offi:.'-“:': 'like .iusy-- '".in,; replacing'' 
irtc:., 1 Jelly, says .y'l,;"'',; y
He’d like to think this message 
will get through, that people will 
Ttop and think before they smash 
'yjhe Trees.;: he:yand/''''ptherywprkers :• 
have',:: planted'"witlr' ,care;y—-y.and^
;.:':Taxpayci's'’''dollufs.y:::iy.y,: y":'.-':
I At least, he sa>s, the guaids
‘ would be effective in .saving the 
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Dinner,
Sidney volunteer firefighters were presented with service 
awards Jan. 15. (see story this page) Also receiving awards 
but not pictured above are Pete Whitehouse, Harry Nunn,
Ken Thorne, Dune Gurton, Gil Gilmore, Lloyd Rooke and 
Bill Barkley. Murray Sharratl Photo
The federal transport 
department is playing musical 
chairs with its public wharves in 
Brentwood Bay. Last year it 
closed the wharf at the foot of 
Merchant Ave. This year, at 
considerable expense, the 
Merchant wharf is back in use, 
but the Verdier Ave. wharf is 
closed.
The game involves two 
branches of the federal depar­
tment, plus the B.C. Ferry 
corporation and the provincial 
transport ministry.
A couple of years ago the 
federal small harbours branch 
proposed to close down the 
Marchant wharf. Objections 
were raised, but a committee that 
studied the matter for the 
Brentwood Businessmen’s 
Association determined, that the 
: dock was; irideed unnecessary,
: arid xtbe; float and 
taken away.
Merchant
Meantime the ferry cor­
poration was having problems 
with the Mill Bay ferry, and had 
ideas of replacing it with another 
vessel that would require a wider 
ferry slip.
To allow for expanding the 
ferry Wharf, the provincial 
transport ministry requested that 
the federal government give up its 
water lease at Verdier Ave., 
which is right beside the ferry 
'berth.'V "'
That wharf was operated by 
the federal ports and harbours 
branch, and waS considered 
necessary as a loading facility 
although in fact if has been 
occupied by boats permanently 
nioored^there."';:'.
Having to give up their Verdier 
; wharf, 3 ports 3; 'and>3 harbours 
decided to obtaiif the Marchant' 
wharf that smalL lriirbqurg; was 
getting rid of.
Last month a float from 
Victoria, larger than the one that 
was formerly there, was installed 
at Marchant. That involved 
pulling the old pilings, driving 
new ones, and moving the ramp 
from the Verdier wharf to 
Marchant.
The Verdier float is still there 
and still has some boats tied to it, 
but there is no ramp to it and the 
end of the dock is fenced off; ;
At Marchant, several boats 
have already been moored on 
permanent basis, although vessels 
a re n o t s u pposed t o t i e t here for 
more than four hours at a time.
I'he ; ferry corporation, 
meanwhile, has abandoned any 
imrriediate, plans to enlarge its 
dockf so there, is no reason why 
: the f Verdier; yvharf couId riot 
cbntiriue; in uSe if sorrie depaf-^ 
t ment, provincial or federal, 




Sidney Film Association’s next 
movie presentation is Slaughter 
House Five, starring Michaf 
Sacks and Valerie Perrine in an 
adaptation of Kurt Vonnegut’s 
novel of complex visions and 
manic black humor. Everyone is 
welcome to enjoy the movie to be 
screened 8 p.m. Saturday at 
Silver Threads auditorium. $2 
adults, $1.50 senior citizens and 
students. For more information 
call 656-7053 or 656-6555.
Firefighters enjoyed an ap- 
preciationn dinner put on by 
Sidney council Saturday night at 
Silver Threads but service service 
awards for volunteers were 
awarded Jan. 15.
25 years — Fred Musclow, 
deputy chief (48 years service); 
Mel Baldwin, chief (31 years), 
Pete Whitehouse, (26 years).
20 years — Harry Nunn, Ken 
Thorne and Monte Gill (captain).
12 years — Dune Gurton, 
Doug Jones, (captain); John 
Keller.
7 years — Frank Sparling, 
Gordon Shadbolt, Gil Gilmore, 
Bill Barclay, Doug Loney 
(captain).
3 years — Dan Holder (cap­
tain), Lloyd Rooke, Fred 
Bowcott, Bill Barkley, Ron Bath, 
Bob Berbeck, Pete Harrison, Bill
Lyons, Mark Osborne.
Men who have joined the 
department during the last three 
years include —- John Braith- 
waitc, Len Harman, James 
Schiller, John Shea, Russell 
Tripp, Robert Gach, Lindsay 
Giles.
Life members of the Firemen’s 
Association include Fred 
Musclow, Mel Baldwin and Pete 
Whitehouse, all of whom are still 
active in the department. Other 
life members are Sid Butterick, 
Ted Clarke, Art Gardner, Wilkie 
Gardner, Dud Harvey, Bob 
Jones, Hugh Loney and Ken 
Wallace.
Former members who recently 
resigned are Merve Hughes, Ted 
Kerr and Tim Chad who served 
15,15 and eight years repectively.
Barry Eastwood Baily, 24, 
10707 Bayfield Rd., Sidney was 
fined $300 March 1 in Sidney 
provincial court after he pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving, John 
Douglas Callow, 36, 2043
Courser Dr., Sidney, was fined 
$200 for driving while over .08.
Robert Bradbeer, 19, CFB 
Esquimalt, was fined $300 March 
3 for driving with no insurance. 
Bradbeer was fined an additional 
$35 for failure to show 
registration. He told the court he 
had borrowed the car from a 
friend and was not aware the car 
had no insurance.
Booster raffie ^vmners
Winriers of the Parkland Band 
Booster raffle drawn Feb. 18 are 
Mrs. J. Stuart, (weekend for two
in Reno courtesy Totem Travel 
and CP Air; Leona Ring, side of
beef donated by Thrifty Foods; 
Kellie Callahan, dinner for two at 
The Wharf, Hotel Sidney 
donated by Arbutus Press. 
Thanks to those who supported 
the band’s fund raising;
'defies;
Sidney council wants P'aul 
Pears to take down his “Pronto 
Photo l-hour processing’’ sign, 
but Pears says he isn’t going to
^3 3db it.';";;.
Problem is that the sign 
projects out over the sidewalk,
and the town sign bylaw doesn’t
allow that. There are plenty of 
other signs projecting oyer the 
sidewalk, two of them in the 
same block of Beacon Ave. as 
Pears’ sign, but they were there 
before the bylaw was passed. 
Now ‘ ‘nori-ebnforming’ ’, they 
don’t have to be taken down, but 
if they cycr arc they can’t go back 
3",''".':up'." 3;
3 Pears put up his sign a couple 
of months ago, hanging it from a 
steel bracket that was alrcadyl 
there from a Umg time back; He 
declined to remove it after a visit 
frorn trie; building iiispccto^ so 
bn Feb. 11 the inspector sent him,
; by ;fcg ‘ffinal
; notice”, giving Itini seven days to 
remove it.
When the sign stayed up the 
rmaitep was brought: to the,a 
tention of, the council. Sitting as 
; a conunjtiec of the V3holc htstb;: 
weekj couricil decided to write 
anotitcr letter, but made it clear 
that if Pears refuses to take tlic 
sign down the town solicitor will 
be requested to take legal action.
Aid. John Galdcr conuncuted 
that the RCMP consider 
projecting si|ns to be dangerous.
; The final notice from the 
3 .inspector also pointed out that 
/the sign vyas illegal because it had 
been erected without a building 
pcrinil. ; Pears 3co)rimcnts that 
when he put tip an awning 
without a permit the inspector 
did not complain.
; ji l ie points but that if Beacon
Awnuif revitnli/minn goes ahead 
all sigris will have; tb cotiie 
down. In the mettitlimc, he’ll take 
:33.,]us.; sigi);,3,down'' ,if„;;''cvci’y,..'other 
. 3''3pj^pjccti ng' sign . also,' has' to.bonic ^ 
down, but riot "Otherwise;";,. ■
ATTENTION BOATERS!
to be marked with
WiflBIk W JW JH ' ' ' 'n0wi
, '-l;
beginnihg
For a FREE copy of "Tho Now 
Canadian Duoyago Syeteni” 
brochuro, contact!
Canadian Coast Guard,
P.O. Box 10060, Pacific Contro, 
700 West Georgia St., 
Vancouver, B.C. V/Y 1 El
M Conndlan ■ Garde cOtirirn 
11^ Coast Guard ennadienno
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road Guest editorial
to wai ^le
Mayor Jay Rangel replies to criticism over 
his stand on the Bob Wright development 
at Tsehum Harbor.
,
As I go about our community I am getting the clear message that 
most of us understand and appreciate that reason is being applied to 
the resolution of the long standing debate concerning Tsehum Har­
bor. I fully sympathize with many of the concerns that have been 
expressed over the years and indeed, I share some of them.
I have poured over almost all the mountain of paper that has been 
generated on the subject — certainly, I have read every report, 
opinion, concern, allegation and response that 1 have been able to 
find. I have a gigantic file in which 1 have collected all this material, so 
bean fairly claim that 1 am familiar with all the arguments and their 
replies.
We are fortunate in North Saanich to have an excellent community 
plan — one that has stood the major test; the test of time. Our plan 
has seen few amendments since its adoption in October, 1977, and has 
served well as our blueprint for the future.
Quite properly it has been the basis for our planning and has guided
our deliberations and provided us with a general course to follow. 
Like the bible, it has been widely interpreted, but unlike the “Good 
Book” it does not claim to be infallible or divine. Further, it says 
within its own pages that the plan must be updated. What does it say 
about Tsehum Harbor and marinas?
“To recognize the municipality’s role as a regional marina centre by 
providing for the orderly and aesthetically pleasing development of 
marina establishments.” (objective - page 45). Further, it speaks of 
“lagoon,ecosystems” and describes one . . . “at the head of Tsehum 
Harbor between the Patricia Bay Highway and adjoining headland.”
The following policy statement provides for its future . . . “the . . . 
ecosystem is to be preserved as a wildlife habitat and protected from 
incompatible use both in the water and adjoining shoreland to the 
fullest extent.”
While most portions of this well intentioned statement are not 
sufficiently specific, it does ennunciate one requirement,” a per­
manent buffer strip . . . not less than 200 feet in width . . . in a
natural state.” . , ,
It is clear that the existing bird sanctuary, dating back to the 1930s, 
and Tsehum Harbor in its entirety cannot practically be afforded 
pristine status. Obviously several marinas have existed within the area 
for decades prior to the incorporation of North Saanich, prior to the 
Community plan. What we need — very clearly — is a site specific plan 
covering all of Tsehum Harbor and accounting for every bit of its
-■/shoreline.';';V/.V', '-'j''/'/'''' /"''/^
to accomplish this ever since joining couhcil in 
1979 and I have had the active assistance and support of some of my 
Colleagues, especially Alan Cornford; Some progress has been made; 
the most criticail pdrtion of the ‘‘fragile ecosystem’’ as described in the 
plan has been/protected through negotiations with North Saanich 
Marina, carried on by Cornford and
The buffer strip has been demanded and agreed to by the owners. A 
detailed, clearly delineated amendment to the community plan is 
needed now and I hope to present such a proposal as soon as current 
negotiations with Mr. Wright are complete.
I am delighted that virtually all council has supported the initiative 
understanding from North Saanich Marina in dealing 
clearly with the future of the.entire area (Tsehum Harbor) that lies 
within our jurisdiction'. Shortly I'hope this will result'i^a clear and
specific entry in the community pldh’. v:r. v
* I have asked the federal ministef'of fife environment, John Roberts,; 
personally, that the bird sanctuary be left in place and a plan be 
formulated to deal with various uses within its boundaries, leaving as 
' much of the remaining area free for the birds as possible. I believe that 
the sanctuary, while not a breeding area, serves the, vital purpose of a
resting and feeding area for migrating waterfowl and,shore birds, as 
well as a permanent habitat for a number of other species.
The sanctuary only cbvers water and birds heed land to nest. To this 
? bnd j onb of the- items to be discussed duringUhe/negbtiations is my
' proposal, originating with Ron Jakimchiik of the^E.A.C., that sorne 
of the dredgate be used to form a few small islands which would
enhance the sanctuary significantly.
It is part of our life style in this beautiful community to enjoy the 
splendid inshore waters by sailing, cruising and fishing. Therefore I
find that there is a justifiable need for marinas and yacht clubs. They 
exist no\v, and some, like Westport/have been recently established
within the sanctuary. Indeed, recent dredging nearly resulted in the 
rirtanager’s home being deposited in the waters of the sanctuary .
These intrusions into Tsehum Harbor occurred be I ore my election 
to council but somehow it was permitted. Westport is a fine operation
which supplies a real need to our community and to the region in 
general, but I would remind everyone that the “sanctity” of some
portions of this area seem to be a matter of varying interpretation.
/ Jhere have been some uhteresting points presented in a recent 
virulemV attack/oh/the manner in which /we are/dealing with the 
development of Blue rieron Basin. There is a court challenge which 
lies dormant blit still alive, if the case against the development has so 
much merit, I find it difficult to understand why thismatter is not
Whatever development occurs would be removed if the ca.se 
brought by the “concerned citizens” against the municipality suc­
ceeds. Such being the case I believe 1 am justified in asking the 
petitioners to'“get on with it”; cither proceed or withdraw.
Rhetoric we have all had in suTffeierit volume from all quarters and 
the time for rational action has certainly come. The pall of misun­
derstanding and hyperbole must be dispelled. Many of our citizens are 
entitled to the opportunity to carry on their chosen activities on the 
waters that surround us. At the same time,we must place intelligent, 
biologically rational controls on our precious foreshore, we must plan 
and control its future preservation and development. I'his is precisely 
what we are working towards.
f While I do iiot choose to dignify the vicious and petulant comments 
/ oF persons who must have their own way, there are a few points that/ 
"-."must be'clarified;-"'" /'.;:/
“1 have stated clearly that 1 believe that going back to “square one” 
"in this case Avotild have been preferable. I would have liked to classify 
each portion of Tsehum Harbor clearly prior to permitting any further 
development. However, a council over which 1 presided decided 
otherwise. I do not question theirmotivation as 1 respect their
judgement, My wish to “lock-in” all parts of the sanctuary was not 
realized but 1 am now trying to achieve this and believe tliat, in large;
measure, it is still possible. j i-j 1
•We made an honest effort to return to square one and did not 
succeed. The record is clear in this respect and no amount oi quibbling 
or dithering or plotting in one direction or another will change one 
absolutely devastatingly clear fact — we are too far down the road to 
waffle and turn back. I wish it were not so but this is indisputable and 
1 will be pleased to show anyone the words of a supreme court justice
that leave us in no doubt. . . j ,
•My ruling on Alan Cornford’s objection was based on the 
Municipal Act. An experienced and active developer will undoubtedly 
be well aware of this. Therefore the allegation that 1 somehow suc­
cumbed to “trickery” is not only patently false, but mischievous. As 
the chairman of this council 1 will make rulings based on what is 
clearly legally and prccedurally correct, not on my own wishes or on
those of any self-appointed master critic. . ,
Had 1 .succumbed to the temptation to rule that we had proceeded 
correctly, contrary to my conscience and my judgement, I would 
probably have been sustained at the time. However, subsequent court
challenge would have “blown us out of the water.’
fhere is no question that 1 ruled correctly. Sometimes this may not 
be to my own liking or somebody else’s but the rule ot law must and 
will prevail.
' "The monitoring of the dredging operation is esential if the 
destruction of any of our archeological heritage that may be present is 
to be prevented — uiilike what has occurred across the water where I 
am told middens have been disturbed by a recent development. I have 
no intention of asking to stop the efforts of the Heritage Conservation 
Branch despite the comments of Mr. Grieve, and all other efforts to 
preserve other portions of the sanctuary and its uplands will continue.
•Legal opinion, for which we pay dearly, has been clear in advising 
that the final outcome of a lengthy, expensive court battle would be 
unfavorable. 1 have no intention of using the meagre resources ot the 
niimicipality to make myself a hero — albeit a quixotic one. , ,
It would be easy to make grand postures and vow to fight to the last 
dollar (extracted from our suffering ratepayers) when I know full well 
that we cannot win. Most thinking people are rightly wary of prophets 
who express the expenditures of public funds in terms like it will only
cost 80 cents a resident” or “the cost would be the equivalent of a case 
of beer every two weeks for everyone in B/G.” or whatever.
Never mind that the arithmetic is wrong — the practice of using 
euphemisms of any sort to describe the spending of your money is 
rubbish. Why not simply state the full amount? We had expended 
more than $4,000 of your dollars in December, 1982, a/ode in legal 
costs oh this matter — court costs not included. Protracted judicial 
proceedings would cost much more and with little or no prospect of 
victory in the end, this is unacceptable, indeed reprehensible.
squandering tax monies that many of you can
ill afl'ord to give us in order to create any political illusions.^^^^^ /
: • of us— Edgar Fathing, Harold Parrott and I, accompanied
by the clerk, Tony Green, and our solicitor, Brian Barrington-Foote 
A be meeting with Nbrth/Saanibh Marina: March 11 to/trj/and /
formulate a reasonable and sensitive plan tor Tsehum Harbor. ~ 
•Unlike “Animal Farm”, in North Saanich everyone has the same 
rights and privileges. 1 totally reject the concept that some-developers 
arc.more equal than others or that some critics have more weight than 
others. As long as I am in. office I am everyone’s mayor. I am Bob 
Wright’s mayor and 1 am mayor to my critics and to my supporters 
and 1 will deal with all their concerns and hopes in the same even- 
Itanded manner.
Some have said that bells are tolling and that there may be a 
requiem. Yes, my friends and neighbors, I hear the bells too; they toll 
the requiem for the; old politics of privileged negatiyisni/in 
this fovely place. Now, hopefully, v/e can debate our issues without 
and insults.
A citizen who suffered at the hands of our bureaucracy in the past 
told me, “Mr. Mayor, everyone of us has the right to exist, to -be 
heard and considered;” Yes, my friend, 1 would have hoped that we 
did not need to be told that, but we did. /^
^^t/ / Events are unfolding quickly around us and we can stand around 
sucking our teeth, dithering and nay-saying and like King Canute, we 
w be inundated by the tide of events and we wilf chase around 
picking/up the pieces after the fact or we can think ahead, try and 
understand what is happening and preserve our heritage as a forward- 
/ looking team by participating. / /^
The two Johns
Iri reply to John M. Reynolds. 
You tried bo make a case for 
Jiobby farmer, working hard, 
iheavyf expchdilurcs etc. .Don’t 
pcop!e;;\yithdiouses and gardens, 
/and btisiitess do j he saiite ihi tig? ; 
;/But'//:dhe/i;/dilTcrciKc.;-:; is/;-,their.■/■: 
nsscssmcnvgocs up.
You should know that, Mr,
, Ri^noids, as you arc/n mcihber// 
- of the court of fcvlslohYvhcrb^w 
i appcafibur/asscssmcrit, ahd/you / 
yourself are a hobby i
Your 10 acres is valued at 
/ $18^710 aitd your tax 
^58,10/but in your defence it is in* 
I the Agricult ural Land Reserve,
On the light hearted side, One
thing you have in common with 
my waddling dog — you both 




Having read the corrc.spotr- 
dcnce regarding taxing busihesset; 
nnd/hobby fafmers/1 - 'would like 
to make (he following ob- 
:;scrvatibniaS:‘pnc who/d^ 
small busiricsses hhd a bhobby'f 
farinisas well as y/orkirig part time 
for another company.
Trevdr Joires did liot “fun to
'-i
*(.*: f-'- iMUllllibi WmI ;. 
•wkhIMi fwiliNMila
established 191 ^
I ;, ;; / PUBLISHER -- W!r/ (BILL) LOISELLE 
EDITOR.—; Peolijio.Rowanci,;,,, 
AbvfcHlISINB Sales Froil Oottlon '
'1 rt'.:'
IKt-lliiviifw m (!V«!ry Wi'rtWMWy M Sifli'ey. V<iM0iivfW Jsidiirt, fi C.
v'-*';: hy ftwlM fMbliehiMi Uii,: lUfit BMcOn; P,0i K(« VUI.AMSi *
/,", /niipiunii, wc-nsv:', ,
: ItfiMavKMi lUit; pm lUt jty mU; tlS.M )'**' Ml IbWviiM* 
* y ; IIWMB CIM* MWt HUttimiinN NO: «!M
' ' ' . ft. bfiiLfd.bdlb WnUy -'
the pi'css’ ■, he simply corrected 
Eric Lewis’; wild assertations. ? 
Jones is an accountant; who has 
had considerable experience in 
the field under disciission and ' 
who handled the finance port-* 
folio for Central/Saanich/ His /" 
niuch overdue letter wais a brcatli f 
of fresh air; ;;aniidst /Thc:,f^^ 
fumes stirred up by Lewis,
■ ;Joiies’ i:re fleet ion that bu 
citlerpriscs were made welcome in 
Central Saanich in order to 
bfbatjen'ilic tax base (i.e. ihakc it 
/ensier lor the fesl/of us) is valid. 
Most businessess have riot done 
* welf l(iie|y ; due tt^ 
biu thifi should not be used-as atf ’ 
/ exciise/tb transfer; the tax biirdetf 
frbtTV one section of the com- / 
munity to another section wlio 
ctiimily cannot afford it.
It is questionable whetltcr an 
alderman sliould use the office ns 
a pulpit from which to trumpet 
his views whiclt arc so obviously 
biased in favour of his owrt 
xniernrisc, Ironically, Lewis was 
never even elected by' the tax 
payers -- he “walked" on to the 
council ns there were no other 
.:/coniendcr's,
i Docs lEric Lewis /really think 
that the present distribniion of 
the iax burden was not arrived at 
without hinny hours of thought,
, careful examination of t he fncui 
and of the philosophy pertaining 
to larm land,' by people:possibly 
wiser than himself?
W smalT holders ' Were 
Offered■'tax concessions to en-« 
/courage them actually to produce; 
’:'/iSomcihinR,,*..«iL:"',their: .land,; tKcy,/.
/responded enthusiastically. / 
Many; wlio previously had nof 
lifted a finger except to/watcr llic 
roses, found /themselves; raising - 
sheep, 'goals/ cows, pigs and 
poultry and growing corn, apples 
and St ravvberries aiid so oil. / ;^
/ Many of ilieso people work at/
/ otij'cf ..’Tdbs/'as jt- :i's//d i ffieuii/''.'i,b'/. 
inakg;-/rLiiviog'-':';'b'n ;:-;Tivc/-''a'i)d./i 0/;^^ 
acres, but tHere are ycry;few;who* / 
don’t wbik bard;to niaititaln the
I inti a place to park by the stores 
leave the cat anti shop. Sidney
niiniinuin income requircinents
Ibr farm classifichtioii. T'his (ask: 
is not a.s easy as it sounds.
Mniiy;'U'bn,''-/liave'';inadc "xtib- 
stantial; Tiivcsttnenis, jii/barns,^f^
: I’cncing, / iractors !;’ 
kiiiipjneiu iteccssai'y iiVopeiaie a 
small farm; Now Lewis Would 
like to/ see these people ham-/ 
inered, implying ilvai (liey hic tax 
-; dodgers!
Eric T-cwis should coniine liis 
aciiinony to (he signs on his 
property us he used to, instead of 






has lost a kn its/eosy appeal 
beeaiise of ilvis and inany, like us,; 
as'-ciisiomers."---
jf the epuplei concept brings 
:abotii a return to angle parking 
Will sitles bfBeucbn Avenue and/
' reduces/j lie ,ju;etf;i o/get; IVihn le It/', 
fiek1/!ln;t>tiglv bivnintiis hiiHl to tbo'/ 
sttH c, a big/turn off it wilf be , 








couplct street planning is a red 
beffing/Bver since Sidney put in 
iilie parallel jiarkiiig'SV^tciiVit has
'* 'if''aistLhhpbBible;j'ideoine/iip./,
Not having beenmuch Of a 
howling success as a business 
matt, or much else (or that 
tmutcr , thCfrecent uproar over the 
piOposed /dne-way cinipling for 
Beacon / Avenue hasn’t really 
' concerned me too serimislyv / 
f However, a couple of recent 
letters from a past nian of 
busincss/itf praise Of the proposal 
has led me to cad my Inind back 
loan incident that seems to be the 
nucleus , ol tlig problem of 
: business, or lack of it over the 
ycius,
At that time the:tiaffie lot the 
Anacories ferry used to line up in 
/ the centre of Beacon Avenue and 
our wealthy American cousins 
used to leave their Lincolns and 
Caiidiiis in line and Mro 11 aromjd
Sidney, throwing away their 
money like they were cabinet 
, ministers and buying everything 
from ice-cream and fresir baked 
bread to real estate, thus bringing 
in a tidy profit for the merchants,
/ pariiclafly since at that time the / 
Yanks were paying us it prcniium / 
on tlie dollin.
However, some bright 
: characicr siidclciily gof it into his 
heitd iluU thpjine-vip was a traffic 
hazaid,/ (sound I'aniiliar?) There 
: never .was an/nccidcnt caused by / 
it as far as 1 cun remember, in 
I'aci due to tlie line-up down the 
; lUiddlc, mosidiedpic/d 
emitioiisly as a result.
The same Imsiness genius also 
complained that Ills regular 
; customers couldn’t park figbl 
puisidc his store to shop and had 
/in fact aculally had to walk a few 
steps! These regulars of course, 
seldom paid cash but instead ran 
up bills, some of which arc 
probably SI ill ouisiandiiigTin fact 
;:-/-'T I'titiyjiavefri^c-fnysclf)./■-■'■/'/;//';/'.//- 
Anyway. A group of these stL 
called busiitcss menf got their 
5 combined brains together and 
came up with the idea of getting 
the powers to be to get payiilg 
customers off the street and 
banished them down to where 
they now park at the ferry tcri 
mimil. Well, 1 cait rementber, 
thnt teally fixed things good!,
Amci leans being what they 
/are, most of them never bothered 
walking the few blocks to throw 
away their cash, while the locals
had all that lovely parking space 
;/:,/'//Cmt(lmiri!l orioini Page A6




From the March 8, 1923, issue of
The Review
Some person or persons have 
been distributing poison 
wholesale around people’s 
doorsteps in this neighbourhood.
The motive is the destruction of 
all dogs with a view to added 
protection to sheep. Quite a 
number of dogs have already 
taken the poison although some 
of them have been saved by the 
prompt use of remedies. Whether 
the poisoning of dogs is justified 
by the damage they do is a matter 
in which there may be room for 
debate, but the indiscriminate 
scattering of poison where 
anything may get at it is indicated 
by the result to date and is a 
crime for which the perpetrator 
should be punished severely.
50 YEARS AGO
From the March 8^ 1933, issue of
The Review
Before a packed house 
assembled in the Deep Cove Hall 
Friday, the North Saanich Little 
Theatre Assocation presented its 
fine program of three one-act 
plays.
“Sqaure Pegs”, by Clifford 
Bax, was the title of the first play 
and was enacted in a garden by a 
modern gir} and a girl of the 16th 
century. The part of the modern 
girl seeking for the poetry and; 
eloquence belonging to the age of 
her earlier sister w'as acted to the 
minute by Miss Grace Barry, 
while Miss Dorothy Bruce in a 
charming gown of the 16th 
century took her part equally 
, -well.''
40YEARS'AGO;'';:?/':;
From the March 10, 1943, issue 
of The Review
Thursday; about; 9 ;p.m;: -a grass ' i; 
; and ;brush fire was observed iieaf ;;;;; 
the seafront between First St.-aiid 
the sea south of Bazan St. and the 
fire siren sounded. The blaze was 
spectacular in the darkness, 
leaping 50 to 75 feet in the air 
when dense dry vegetation was 
devoured by the flames.
Some 2,000 feet of hose was 
used in the battle and firemen 
' were dog tired' when the Tight Was;;:^ / 
over. The fire apparently started 
; ;Trom the ; puhlic dump T^n lhb^^^:; ;' 
waterfront.
AGO
From the March 11. 1953, issue 
of The Review
Approach to the wharf at Sidney 
; is to be facilitated in the future by 
the provision of raiige lights at 
'\;/;''''the harbour,;';;;
; Currently under construction 
at the syharf are two lights. Otic is 
to be mounted on a post on the 
grounds of the customs and 
iinmigraiion buildings while the 
second will be on the roof oTthe 
old warehouse building on the 
wharf itself, 'riic installation is 
being; completed; by the federal 
depaiTinent of transport. ?
The purpose of the lighi.s is to 
enable vessels with a deep draft to 
find the channel in condiiioiisof 
;;;.i';poor visibility.''^;;;
20 YEARS AGO
From (lie March 13, 1963r lss0e^^ 
of I hi* Review
I'stablivhnient of a new 50 
room motel tmtl a S.IOO.OOO 
tlevclopincitl in;pjecT\sns feycalcd 
; oh ; Tuesday ;mornitig by f;yV. J. ; 
Hclmcken at a public hearing in 
Sidney. Helmeken, general 
managci of the Duty l-Tcc Stoic, 
told I he hearing his plans calNor I; 
the construction of the hotel and 
faeilitie.s in lime lor use ihi.s 
:'';;'';;,;suinrner.’'
Freak nortiiwcsiwinds created 
havoc at Deep Cove Monday 
; morning while the rest of the 
peninsula was unscathed.
Two small cruisei;s at peep 
Cove Marina were swamped. One 
of thesc was brought i o the ■ 
surfocc tlie following day. ; 
;^Y0'VEARS AGOif ■i'iV T;'''/;;"
From,.,Ihc,March 7,';i973;i!wuC;0r','; 
'„T,hc,Review"'
There was a black belt ;jndo 
; man, a Jawyer; who once rnn in 
the Olympics, a bearded stock 
broker and a Sidney physician 
his panis halfway, 
tin ongh the race. There was'also 
one aihltic v.ho break hasted on 
fouti heers and a black cheroot 30 ,
went off, commencing (he sixth 
. annual Nip. Parker (.^r os s 
■‘';'Coumrv Hurt
Abraham Lincoln and Stephen 
Douglas ushered in a new era in 
politics when they set out on their 
whistle-stop debate.
They combined public debate 
with maximum saturation by 
taking advantage of the most 
modern transportation system of 
the day — the railroad.
The Socreds and the NDP have 
rcllned that process. Using 
today’s most effective com­
munications system — television 
— the two adversaries will 
eviscerate each other during the 
next few weeks.
Acutally, it’s the NDP which 
will do the eviscerating. The 
Socreds will continue to restrict 
llicir communications blitz to 
saying that better days are almost 
lierc again.
I’m referring to the television 
ad campaign mounted by the 
government. For several weeks 
now, we’ye seen the expertly 
produced two-minute com­
mercials featuring Fred 
f atremouille.
When 1 first saw Fred standing 
in the hustle and bustle of the 
northeast coal fields, telling me 
that recovery is just around the 
corner, it took a moment to catch 
on. Jii.sl for a moment there, 1 
thought 1 was watching a new 
public affairs program.
But, when Fred kept popping 
lip on ihc screen interviewing 
cabinet ministers and the 
premier. I knew something was 
.mp. ,,
So, apparently did the NDP. in 
fact, the; Opposition got so hot
under the collar that it embarked 
on its own television cam|xiign.
You’ll see the clips soon 
cnoiigli and you’ll recognize them 
iiol only by their political con­
tent, but by their bargain 
basement quality.
No slick footage of bulldozers 
moving coal around. No 
politicians expousing recovery. 
No Fred either.
The NDP ads consist of two 
30-second commercials con­
demning the government for 
spending taxpayers’ money on an 
expensive television campaign. 
One, of them also accuses the 
government of neglecting the 
province’s health caie system. '
The political onc-two punch 
comc.s when a voice says “Social 
Credit isn’t working.” And just 
so you know the difference 
between the Socred and the NDP
campaign, the voice informs you 
that “this message is paid for by 
NDP members, not your tax 
dollars.”
And that’s it. The NDP says 
the whole campaign, including 
production and air time, costs 
S50,000.
The government campaign 
costs a lot more than that. The 
premier admits to about half-a- 
million dollars; the Opposition 
says the cost is more like a 
million.
The NDP accuses the 
government of using taxpayers’ 
money to beat its own drum in 
tliis campaign. The Opposition 
also says the govcinment has no 
authority to spend that money 
because it is an expenditure that 
has not been debated by the 
Legislature.
Strictly speaking, the 
Opposition is correct. The 
government campaign is 
politicized. It does feature 
cabinet ministers and the odd 
Social Credit candidate.
The expenditure also has 
certainly not been authorized by 
the Legislature. The fact is, 
though, that governments do 
blow their horn. All govern­
ments. The NDP was no ex­
ception when it was in power.
It doesn’t make it right, and 
the Oppo.sition is morally 
obligated to point out that this 
money is spent without authority, 
but whether or not the public 
icsenis the campaign must be left 
to tlic public’s discretion at the 
■,';po!is,.„';;
Where 1 disagree with the NDP 
is on its claim that the govern­
ment ads are ineffective. 1 believe 
they are effective and I’ll explain 
why, even at the risk of being 
called an aplogist for the 
government.
No economy is stable. Because 
a free economy is based on 
demand and supply, it is always 
lluctuating. There are downturns 
and the cycle at which they occur 
is fairly predictable. What isn’t 
predictable is how deep a 
recession will go.
Once an economy is sliding, 
consumer eoufidence will be 
shaken. Spending goes down 
ciiastieally. People who still have 
good incomes will put their 
money in the hank. The result is
rising unemployment and a 
deeper recession. It’s the paradox 
of thrift. Too much .saving is bad 
for the economy.
To climb out of a recession, 
certain things must happen to an 
economy. For starters, it must be 
able to operate with inexpensive 
money. Inlcrcsl rates have to be 
affordable.
But aside from complicated 
financial prerequisits, no 
recovery is possible without a 
resurgence in consumer con­
fidence.
As long as the public doesn’t 
buy the things a free market place 
offers, manufacturing stagnates. 
And as long as the public is 
.seared that things may get worse. 
Continued on Page A6
TOWN OF SIDNEY
PUiLiC MEETING
An Information Meeting concerning the One-way Street system 
for Sidney will be held in the Senior Citizens’ Centre, Resthaven 
Drive, on Thursday, March 24th, 1983, at 7:30 p.m. and all 
citizens are invited to attend.
Consultants and other resource personnel will be present to 
answer all questions and concerns.
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and as represented.
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That’s where I believe the 
government campaign is helpful. 
It may be slick and may be 
manipulative, but not more so 
than any other advertising 
campaign.
You can’t help coming away 
from watching Fred in the coal 
fields with, by George, things are 
looking up.
If those commercials instill just 
a little bit of hope and confidence 
in a badly-battered and disen­
chanted public, they’re worth 
more than what we paid for 
them.
Continued from Page A4 ,
to themselves while they con­
tinued to charge up everything.
Of course it wasn’t long before 
local merchants realized they had 
just cut their own throats and the 
moans and groans could be heard 
as if we had our very own wailing 
wall.
Some years later the arrival of 
Safeway caused a panic and the 
same group spent most of their 
time trying to get them kicked out 
of town rather than smarten up 
their acts in an attempt to provide 
a more attractive and competitive 
situation.
As I said. I’m not much of a
business man myself but it seems 
to me that over the years the 
problem with business in Sidney 
is that most of the merchants in 
Sidney have in the past had their 
heads screwed on backwards and 
spent most of the time 
bellyaching instead of looking 
ahead and doing something 
constructive.
Among some classic examples 
is the breakwater which has been 
in the proposal stage for more 
than 50 years and looks like going 
on for another 50. And then we 
have parking on Beacon avenue 
which changes as regular as the 
seasons from angle to parallel to
angle and so on. Perhaps we 
should go back to the old ferry 
line-up in the centre and settle it 
for good!
And then our own little answer 
to Boeing field loomed'in the' 
form of Trident aircraft 
manufacturing and promptly 
went down the drain. And now 
we are promised Dynatek. For 
the sake of people who are out of 
work in this area let’s hope this 
one makes it, but then being 
American it probably will.
In the meantime one can only 
hope that sanity will prevail, 
businessmen will stop running 
around squawking like chickens
with their heads cut off, the local 
up-and-coming aspiring 
politicians will keep their sticky 
Fingers out of things, and Sidney 







We wish to express our thanks 
to Larry Cross, Mr. Kirkpatrick 
and his students for their help 
with the registration of voters at 
the residents meeting March 1.
J. Kingerlee, chairman 
Committee Friends of the Trust
Please pass on to those 
responsible for the placing of 
reflectors on the roads in Sidney 
and especially those placed on 
Lochside Drive at the very bad 
double curve at Bazan Bay.
It has been a nightmare at 











OPEN ;da1LY;:TTAM for 
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
•DINE IN OUR TAKE OUT 
812 Verdier Brentwood Bay 
!:S^MS52-3622
BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY 
Breakfast; Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 andT :30
[7172 Brentwood Brive 652-24i3J
Cuisine fran^aise
OPEN 5 p.m. 
7 DAYS A WEEK
West Saanich Rd. by; 
; RoyalOakShoppingCentre:- 
ReservationSi479-2123:
iSPECIALlZING IN SEAFOOD S, STEAI
CRABS AVAILABLE EVERY DAY
iOPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH S DiNNERj 
(Closed Tuesday)
; 2558 Bevan, Sidne)f




Brentwood Shopping Centre 
Hdmestyle' Cooking & Baking 
at Old Fashioned Prices^ ; ; 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
7 a.m. te 7 p.m. ' 
LICENSED 6'52-ll92.
Open lor Lunch and Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday
(closed tor Lunch Tuesday):
and The New Sunday Brunch
Reservatidr!st656-354i
t; . “ FaMeilS eHftBBReSLED STEASi
Enjoy our 24-item Salad Bar 
. - TAKE-OUT ORDERS-"ILr
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
12321 Beacon Ave. sfone^f
SSS-.4S22 '
|STEAK,FiZZA A SPAGHETlf HOUSE 
Evening Dining in 
Fine. Mediterranean Tradition
Men.-Thun 1 am -12 midnight 




■if},!... CHICKEN, RIBS, BURGERS, SOFT ICE CREAM
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
’12 pees Chicken, large Wedgies, med. Coleslaw - reg. $14.00 ONLY;
Take Outs $58-5597
OPEN MON.-FRi. 11 - 8, SAT. 11:30 - 8, SUN. 12-8













Chinese & Canadian Food
'» OPEN Mon;>;Thurs. 4:30 • Midnlohl 
Frl,-Sal.:4;3;0'i;30:anv Sun. 4:30-8;30 pm |
Delivery with minimum order: L,;;,;.
2493 Beacon Ava; 656-39441
Hamburger Sandwiches 
'LL:'Lloca!6d at 
Van Isle Marina 
2320 HartBOiir Rd.
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm. — 656-65211
•Self pacing workout
•Increase your aerobic endurance, strength & flexibility
Spring session begins 7
.l^onday;-: Wednesday -Trlday.; Evenlngs-T-S-FP;^
lof FAMILY DINING 
i at: FAMILY PRICES
I BABYSITTING AVAILABLE
Mon, to Fri.:'9 am - 9 finv;, 
|Sat79 am-10 pnr:Sun. 9 am-9pm I






ON WALLACE DRIVE, OFF W; SAANICH RD;
DROPIN M
(CERTIFIED iNSTRUCTOR)
V FOR INFORMATION call Pat Gargus 652-9834
CLIP & BRING THIS AD FOR ONE FREE
per class
loan & George
CtiinesG Food at 
Reasonable Prices!
POSEmON
I "aiohiiishl (ii shelilish casiniole hSKed in; a witib. ctMnV sauf.e topncdiwiih hpiiiindaiMi; 
i fwtiro I , , '
Reg. 11.95.................................................................................
NEW YORK STEAK
inici; sufcuieni Now vgrt: cnoMr) uvtietiechon ■; - "
Rog, 11,95.................................................................................
MOUSAKA
nwnl .iavourne Heiseiiit) iirnV nnii'heiienio uhoita ot caneroiee ccnnsiing ol eggpiiini,.
. poiaiwis. /ufciuni .inrUtKy ground meat, ovwn t).ilied and lopped with o velvety nrpoolh
"Rog;:9.95:,. ,L L.
^K0TA';KAi»AMA';:-'"-'.;v.v;;,,:;
;|;ti«it!q,irji(r:cwierple,01 f.nir,vi'n;imiii(rdm a tpity hui tiehMlaiy liavpuied.ionwio and 
'.lamia winti saute::•''
SOUVlAKI IBOSKARISIO
' lendOKCubea oi to«i m.ir,inaifj<i,Mih mitis anti apiCM served an a bM of fit# pdal:
OPEN DAILY Tu8s. thru Saturday
11:30 a m. - 7:30 p.m.
9B67 • 4th St., Sidney, 
JAKE OUT 656-6722;
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL'




menu, call today for
assistance.




LUNCHEONS - Tuesday to Friday 
.JNNERS - From 5 p.m. Daily
* ’"'I J 1
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Bowling
By Lyall Riddell
Congratulations to our YBC 
bowlers who represented Miracle 
Lanes in the second step of the 
Four Steps to Stardom Tour­
nament. Although they didn’t 
win they did very well 'against 
some good bowlers from all lanes 
on south Vancouver Island.
To Debbie Hacker, Rod 
Pleasance (senior), April Nunn, 
Vince Hazard (junior), Anita 
Budd and Eric Luscomc (ban­
tam), your YBC is proud of you.
Irene Inglis, Ladies League, 
bowled 225 POA to win Mr. 
Mikes steak dinner this past 
week.
Toil bowlers last week were, in 
the Ladies l.eaguc: Barb 
Mathews 676 (258), Judy Sjeven 
655 (259). Irene Inglis 600 (236).
I.egion: 1-rancis Abbot 679 
(241), Kathy Oliphanl 688 (258). 
Golden Age: Marta Brciter654 
Don Findlay , 638 (245), 
Cius Dumont 635 (225), Ralph 
Burry 621 (251), Andy Niven 616 
(252), Amy Bourassa 627 (238).
YBC Senior: Debbie Hacker 
517 (228), Junior: Barbara
Coldwell 595 (214). Bantam:
Spencer Hazard 500 (218). Pee- 
Wec(2): Anita Budd, 295 (149), 
David Sayers 291 (182).
Rummage sale
.A rummage sale will be. held 10 
a.m. onwards March 19 at St. 
David by the Sea Anglican 




Saturday at North 
Miirrav Shari at 1 Photo
There’ll be about 200 students 
Jumping up and down next
, Monday afternoon at North
Saanich middle school, to raise 
. money for .the B.C. Heart 
rotindation.
It’s part of a program called 
“Jump Rope for Heart’’ that 
started in the United States three 
years ago and now involves 8,000 
^ andmore than a million
students.
This is the first year for the 
program in B.C. and North
Saanich is the only school in 
y ; Snanjeh^ d
iTherej are^alsq twbGri:::yictoria^;x^ 
district and one in Sooke.
The B.C. Medical Association 
is sponsoring the event, both as a 
fitness program and to raise- 
■ money for the Heart Foundation.- 
Teams of six will try to skip 
continuously, one person at a 
time, from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Students taking part have been 
^signing up sponsors at so many 
cents per minute for the time 
their team skips.
Larry Corbett, student services 7 
co-ord inatorV says the program 7 
has proved very popular; with all 
hut one of the720 classes in the
■schboLcntCririg atdea^t one tcaihy : 7^
It appears there will be about 40 ^
teams and if all turn out at full 
strength that will be 240 skippers.
When the event-was promo&d----- 
several 'weeks ago tlic school was
provided with 25 special skipping 
ropes, asid with a video taiie'of 
California students doing trick 
skipping, which did a lot to sell 
the idea thaf skippiiig is not just 
for younger children. ^
Members of teams that do well 
in the fund-raising can win prizes 
like sweat suits, gym bags and T- 77
shirts'.';77:,7.: ;7-77.': 7,.7777'''':
l.abatt's Six-Packs have 
viiiually run away with the 
1,0 w c I ; V a n c oil v c r 1 s 1 a n cl; 
volleyball league 'Championship 
by winning four inore games last 
AVednesdav
; :Wiih oitly otic week leinaijiing 
1(1 the senior A vvillcyball 
7>,chcdulc,,; the 7;Labati’s7,;tcanv; IS : 
7;issmcd a::Ilrsi7pjace7fiitisli77ajid 
,m- on the brink of having the
league’s best rccord'ever.
Sheldon Kushner’s pin-point 
setting 7led the Six-Packs tp 
straight victories over Royal 
Roads and Nook.saek. Royal 
Roads also lost two straight to 
Y M C A \v h i 1 e N o o k s ae k m a n a gc d 
a; split with 7 Farwest. 7YMCA 
rocovded a perfect record by 
7 (lelcaiii)g Khalsa two gamey and 
struggling ( Farwest 7 split 7 with 
" Khiilsa..'^-' ■■■'r''''-"'7'^V',.;,;::7'7>'.:7.7.':7:-(!
Cor wosh at old firehall
I eniia! Saanich 'I'een Gioup teen group activitic.s.iCar7wash 
will be hosting a car wash 11 a m will I'le hold bchmd tlie Cold^^^ y
■ 3 p.m. March 12. Cost 511.50, firehall in Saanichion.
7 7 7 7did welcome. Proceeds to
, j ■ X'.'S^'i
CmCLES fcilfiill ‘7''




vs those of Norlh; Americaiiro they transferable
Featuring
77^7;y77Mrr C.J.'Cpnnaughaii
7; ,77,„,;,7 ■yy',of7c,„i7 Connauyhan. Assoc,v:7*:
MARCH 15tli. 1983 6:00 pm is
STRATHCOMA HOTEL MAHOGANY ROOM
Dinrior PfOMntalion $1,1,00 at door. 'i-,
'>v:;77:;:;77:Tod^esery|^contact ,
.AfaTlh. '7.7". ■" -S.' Moynolub ,■ 7-/:(:' :
OPEN'TO .ALL ■"y.Viiyj.j’i; \
jyiinistry of 
Hurnaff Resources
We liave local children many 0 
v/hpjrgently need lip^ .
,7Sdrho7h,0ed lonfbw foslei7,homos,7otherS in! their
7 teens need roonv and board vvith some sLiporvislon or; Shared
;;acxp,iYibdation;'77/'!,:,!;'; 7';7:!77'!!!7:7'7^7; 7;'7, :77 7'.,7^7y;',7,' 7;"',r7''';„,!;7,'
— Couples and single adults welcomo 
attend;
FOSTER INFORMATION 
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Prospect
Rovers
The Peninsula Rovers soccer 
season came to an end Saturday 
when they were edged 3-2 by 
Prospect Lake in the semi-finals 
of district cup play.
The Rovers, with most of the 
play during the first half, failed 
to capitalize on numerous 
chances, but Mark Putter finally 
converted to tie the game at 1-1. 
In the second half the Lakers 
finished after a goal mouth 
scramble and got help from the 
Rovers when a defender scored 
an own goal. Tim Byford scored 
the Rovers second goal from a 
direct free kick 25 yards out.
.lasoii Griffin, Tim Byford,
ItA
Sidney Movers clinched fir-st 
place in the Peninsula Minor 
Hockey Bantam House League 
by defeating a determined 
Harbour Texaco team 5-3 over 
the weekend.
The Movers took a 2-0 lead on 
goals by Neil Patterson and Mike 
Stevens but Texaco came back 
w'ith three straight goals, two by 
Paul German and one by David 
Koiorynski.
Three unanswered goals in the 
third period and solid goalten­
ding by Mike Johnston sparked 
the Movers to victory. Johnston 
made several kev saves late in the
Kris Budisa and Darren Hughes game to preserve the win. Dale
were selected as outstanding 
players.
Peninsula Raiders, division 
6b, advanced to the district cup 
final to be played March 19 — by 
defeating Bays United 3-2 
Saturday at Sidney elementary 
school.
The Raiders’ Mike Palamar 
scored first, directing a 20 yard 
free kick around the wall and into 
the net at the 20-minute mark. 
Cameron Schulty scored the next 
two goals including the winner at 
the 54-minute mark.
Baseball coaches
Peninsula senior little league 
baseball needs coaches for the 13 
year-old division. To apply call 
president Ann Scott at 652-2541. 
;No pay but the rewards are great.
care
Central Saanich C Boys’ and 
; Girls’ Club is offering a,day care 
program for children aged seven j 
: to 12 years y during The. s 
2 Easter break. Activities include 
^ ceramics, crafts, trips,: CO
and more. Cost which 
two shacks, all ysiipplies
Nortstom with two goals and Ken 
Hill with one scored in that
period.
Cornish’s finished the season 
on a winning note, defeating 
Radio Shack 5-2. The game was 
the fifth straight win for Cor­
nish's who struggled back from a 
six-game losing slump during the 
earlier part of the season.
A well disciplined Cornish’s 
team treated the fans with a fast 
and hard hitting game free of 
penalties. Dean Pcard, Mike 
Price, Jeff Hopkins and Shane 
Oldfield scored for the winners. 
Maurice Baldwin’s hard work 
paid off, giving him both goals 
for Radio Shack.
Playoffs start next 4 |i.m. 
Sunday.
Steak) Ribs, Pizza & 






SAIAD • GARLIC BREAD » COFFEE
FilH
CHOICE OF

















SALAD 0 GARLIC BREAD • COFFEE ■ ■ '.'D
Delivered FREE 
Bing Hot to vour do()r.'
$|B0 /FRESH front our Ovens.
y9785/-y'5th ST/yy
S5S-S5S@
Stelly's basketball mascot the stinger appears to be involved in this jump hall. Stingers movies c
finished 14th in the B.C. senior girls single A basketball tournament held over the weekend includes tw
at Stelly's school. Murray Sharatt Photo and trips, is $5 a day. Call 383-
1101 or 652-3021 for more in-
UOSOT There will be last .minute Registration will also be taken
® registration for Central Saanich for peninsula senior little league
i Little league baseball and girls baseball, ages 13-18 years. For
softball 10 am - 2 p.m. Saturday more information call Wayne 
at the little league building at Watkins at 652-1247.
The Parkland junior girls Centennial Park,
basketball team will represent 
Sookc-Saanich league in the _
Island tourney next weekend at 
Reynolds school after they upset
Spencer 59-41 last Thursday in 
the second round of the play offs. 
Leading 32-9 at half the
yuitip MPg fOR mmr
T PafklahT^^if«^^^ dominated the
game from the start to finish.
Kelly Knudsen led all scorers with 
18 points while Lara Melville had 
14 points Nicola Creek and Lara : 
I’omerleau each had 10,
The Panthers, who finished 
league standings, 
the second round of 
by knocking off I
T jhird plage Stelly’s T)7'31Tast j
f 'f Wednesday,2; !,■ ara : Pomerleau
^ V 21 were high,scorers in that
game.
B.C, HEART FOUNDATION








)(ihn E|ip • Tiichtr < Sook* Scliool Dliilrtctl y 
: y Ed muck'- (MIcroconipMltr Cen»ulUiit| y 'y
EASTER BREAK CLASSES:
A Hinil»-«n InIrMliicllon to mlrocotnpiitir*, primiri- 
Ip (or ((KCtiofi ond paronli ol tlomtnUry tchool <
.yyiurlonU', wiiirctiii.tiis in ilin ovcnlngi, Alto n day iimi) 
coMitn lor.oltnunliiry iii.liool ilinionu; No pi«v)oiu com- y| 
niiHfoilps'iAni:* It tpiiiieil tor eiihti eoiirtoy y";:: .y 
■ ;: Ihriu ppuriet will liicludo an intiodiir.liiin to tha u»« ol • 
Ilia kaypoam. in' iotrodiietlnn ii)io ilio opndiinj lyalum,!
; y n«ni« aKimenliiy llASIC pfonraininoTnd an bpomiunlly to.
, raiilnw ponimMCiaily: pnailiiliio prdorimt lot |h« ddutailonf:
' ol nlcinanlaiy'aclinol itiidonH:' ■ ; '
Every week we jjublish the namps of five of our^ 
dbm, each one wins a ‘‘WirVsday ticket^*
Aldergrove won the ILC. 
senior gills Iviskelball single A 
ehampionship Sttturday at 
Sicily’s selutol, defeating kast 
years ehampions Vtinderhoof 52-
team Sicily’s Stingers 
■'';'''jniishetr;'14';in''The'T6Tcaih, jhroe;' 'T; 
day tourniimoni with a 1 win 3 
loss record. Stelly'.s linished 11 in
T':-:T ^-'\;rdasi:Wcars’ yyitJii Tield yiny,;::yl'
’I Prince Cjootge,
I Reynolds, who jjnishcd fourlh >
and Dnnsmici, who finiishedy
;'T t ,:y"T eain s i, .,id a y i ngy,: i IV y:, t h is; yT'ca rs ,y y'yy:
tourney.
T;,!;"'ySicily’s/,lost'''yiheir;Tii'st yihrec,'‘/'y
STUDENT DAYTIME CUSSES. FOR SCHOOL GRADE iy- 6 :
Four 2'/r Hr sessions porycourso’F-y 16 .Pupils on:;^ '^/oy.conv
'‘■'':'/putefS,“Cosly',S6'0i,0p per/porsoivy''/':yy''y,yy'y,Tyy,yyyf'*^''yy.^yfy'"y
Class tliDos availablo;
yy .: Section4 :-' 8;30 A,M. 'yi:i:00 A,M,' ': '
:''4soiTi()tv2.' A.M,; -''aTh P.M, ,'T'y; I;fy,:,.:y.y .,y; .yy.y,:,.yy;,yy
y Soction.TP,M. (5:00 P.M;.; ;
'y iOZA^” Monclay/March 28y:4983 through Thursday, March 31 
102D:*y;Tuesday April 5, 1983 1h|ouoh .Friciay April 8, 1983,,,/ r ;,
ADULT WeNING COGHSES FOR I'ARENTS A TEACHERS OF ELEMENTARY
SCH00LSTUDENTS,/"'',y'''4::^:; ,/:'.2-'';f"''".'-/,y,,''’'::'^ Tfll
yy; FourTVj/Hr. sessions por;,coursoy';'“ 16 Panidipants, on 8 Apple //e 
", ,epm(i6ter,s,;,Cosl • $50.00 p,cr;persort «-.Tlin9yy6y30 P.M. to OyOO FM.
''y "lOIA» Mciildav March 28,11983 itiriiiuTh/rhursday Mnrch 31, 1983.,/ 








2367 HeitciMv AvofvSldni'y, ILC. VHIylW9 (604) 656iH5l
Please Start my subscription as soon OS possible. 
Name- : - t'
Address
Telephone
;' "^gamcf;, TT"43-29 yioFs'To" \\nm\-,' •
ai'48«!33'tlet'eaty:%yi;Tii\cc' .Oeorge'yyy. y..
/; and a 43-19 loxs to Salmo
hi'i’rtri’ bt'.niinn Golden 49*47, Sue ;
only 3(1 seconds left in that game, 
.Lillies Spencer was high ‘corer 
lot Sielb’s in all four of their 
games.
Siiitc 3l)D'7fi4 Ystos Slrecll, Vicloria, B.C, 
IPhoiift Bfimi Mtiilsoii RyA. IliyOT
yafi4.44?i EVENINGS 6S(i^9604
My cheque Is enclpsed ($15y00 for one year) 
Pleasb' ;hllly j'lio ;'($ 15100) :1or:':pue"year;)T^''
/yy.%frid.p(,y0iiiigjp4Tio HevifiWt 236ryflea,ceii/;Si,ciwfly,;V8i. l,W9,y::^




if your QOAL is 
BUYim or SELLING 
^ ^EET THE TEAHi ^ 
that will





WILL BE OPEIi FUB YBOR ¥i£Wi^@
!, 2 - 4 p.iii,
Taka asleisurel^drive to D^ep^
; nn . I
ranch-styie home set in an attractive landscaped hait-
to be lived in and your house searching could end right 
there! Offers on $134,000.
See you Saturday!
Peter Smith 656-3928 bus. 656-4788 res.
> ^ ' 
I 75-....




§ Quiet, adult orienled complex, short distance to Sidney; Ground floor end g 
unit ■ beautiful views ol Shoal H<'i'!iour.& Marinra, Two bedrooms, covered
S idock^’ vehdDr will rarry sprue linancing, :: '.. . Good value at $6d,900.I Phono John Tato 656-3228 or 656-6466
|iv
"'"Tw
V^e are pleased to oltei tor your consideration 3 dpluxe penthouse units,
;; i ;T Located in'Sidnoy wiltiin waikih!) dlslanco ol beaches,istioppingv;bus slop 
; ;' "and librarycyour chpice ol one bodroorri plus.dpn nrl? bedroonis, All feature „
I : 2 bathrooms,: lirnplacos,: !) appliances plus huge root lop patios (or your on- '; 
' ::i loyrriiint; Cdmo;an(i doe'whal tile good life,Is'aboul,'Asking'prices .start at i
II $90,fjcjn,
g Potor Smith 656-478B Loyd Burdon 656-7027 "^
SIDNEY COURT r- $59,900
Immaculate’3 bedrooiii townhouse that is priced to sell. The main floor of-; 
lers a living'room;' dining area, kitchen, storage; room plus ;2 piece bath; T 
Upstairs are the bedrooms and 4:pioce bath, You have a patio plus prlvale’y ;
I easy to care (or garden off the living room; Quiet location only I bluckTrorTi : ;;
■ the beach; Call now, MLS,
John BruceT Bus, 656-3920 Hos; 656-6151
iSiPli
, Si .
:;l001lTSinikin \Placo (oll T(pnry) and |soe this well maintained . conn(oriable I 
■lamily home in;quiet cuhbe-sarr,,GIpso to Sidney.elemoniaiy;school, Fullyv, 
.Tenced:VaKl,,,,coinpieie 'Tin gardeivshod. Economical wood burning sieve .ii 
connected to healing system, Finished Tec; room and fourth bedroom' in f 
■;,basement;'
Now Mt.S Good valiiit at $82,900 "





We a I P „
: Park Drive at ihn corner o( Dean Park Road, Each lot is obe-hall acre, nicely 
treed and two with some water views, Priced at $55,000, $60,000 and 
$0)5,000, To virrw please call; '
Potor Smllh 656-3028 Hos. 656t4788 
John Bruco 656-3928 Ro». 656-6151
WATERFBONT ACRE ~ SUDDIWIOE!
e Or, Ihls propnily is one 
I ’acre in sDei We have recelved'verbarapprbval (Hat this lot can be aubdivld- 
led Into 2 one halt acre lots, The housoda P bddroom'bungaiow, wou!d,'npt:-''
' apparently have to bo rnovod. AllThis at an askingiiprico ol $275,000, For | 
Thore intnmation call








Doymlrtw/n Sidney (ocallon with7232,SC|TII. pi larikplus fomoclolled hotlse 
pl:;.abput 1400 sq, (t, Also iniTucles tarcB y'orkshdp or storage building of : 
;at)0u( 249i) sq, II, Iho buiidmoH could lie used lurjeiaii or ofhce space, or 




. :V, , .1.,. .. ' ' liV' I ; '
, BASSWOOD BEAUTY
’A^-i5'x36‘:"
I 2-stOfdyhb(Tioi___ .. ,
vi tireptace of riollphtliil Spanlsb design,; 3'-BRS"»3,bathroorns and luxury w j 
tiarpeiingipliJS a pariOffima view ol water & farmland rbaHo this a ploaBuro,' 
"'And bwauso Ti's:,brand new:thn'Fodofarqrant,,pi $3,000 sitirapplies, ; 
r' $129,000 ''
Piter smith B5R.47flA REALTY WBRIII Sirtrtfiv Realty 656-3928
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Moorage at^your doorstep/ Home - over;2,G0d sq::U^^^







//This contemporary 4 bedroom home on two levels gives loads of, extra space;
for family hobbies and is a delight to sho^^.ean views to the east from liv- 
■ ing area and balcony. The Ij^S fireplace has a vaulted and
/ beamed ceiling. Sepr'^^/^^i^j^y^ v room oft kitchen. Master 
bedroom has 4 pc' 4th bedroom and bath, den,-
/ recreation and games r.'^^/T^eil as family room with fireplace. Double ^ 
/«: garage with automatic dudrs/The: wellTandscaped .3 acre lot: enhances the :
:///seHngTor thiSySpaciousihoirie’/Properly, priced al$195-poo.00./Come'and,/ 
vTTviewyWith;':/^ 'T'-: ■ V,,' ':;//;'/:'/■'//"/'■;/
HELEN HOOKER or WELLS H00KER;652-3634 656-3924
182’ WONDERFUL WATERFRONT
, /Glorious;panoramic views of ocean and islands from this spacious cdntem- : 
porary;home:situated dh,;9 acre in an area of quality homes. An excellent
'/buy hi-S265,000/00 / f'J ■"'T^V/ii/:,: ;T/,h'T >h
ANNETTE WALLS 656-4891
j MONTREAL TRUST CO. 656-3924
'■.'■rSAfl
SPANISH STYLE HOME 
E VALLEY AND SOME SI
•This immaculate,, home IS siluated,..,oh .20 acre,/in a quiet .cul-de-sac, . 
Features large liyihg room, separale:dining,Tr}on, kitchen with eatinglafea; ; 
thfee'bedfooms.Targe rec/ room wilhTireplaco/and a rten. All drapes and.2. 
fireplace .insorts.included.v,2 car .carport,: Asking $,1.23,000, io view, pipase,
HELEN HOOKER or WELLS HOOKER 652-3634
MONTREAL TRUST 656-3924
• ; ' ' ’’ ' , r,"
t '"'‘'if ’ J I ^ I-
OPEN HOUSE 
SUN. MAR. 13 - 2 p 4 P.M.
9866 2ncl ST. - SEAVIEW SIDNEY
/Delightfui home —lust across the sh^ from the water.:Ouiet:iocation —'2' : 
blockS'- to BeacdnlTSpacious /open plan, picture windoyvs, wrap-around -; 
sundecksTake full advantage of the view. Priced to sell at $89,000. :




SUPER PAMILY HOME IN EXCELLENT LOCATION
FeaUiros;4bedrbprns, and Two ;balhs:/family: jooni.'T: bath,: i, bed room,/: 
y'workshdp and lautidry area In baiieinept, WellTaruJacpaud wilhTencpd yard 
i Tn very Tllce ndighbdurhdorl,/allTlu&iW,ilhin ,waiking':distartce (3l slidpping. 
y Schoois and bus,' Reduced to $88,500. n
656-3924 V ■
; 656-3924 : d : WELLS HOOKER :
:::'';/:::':/:''/::t'V:;TRANQUILITYy.k 
/BeautifuffBOO a- sq. ft. Tudor homeiset on a high sunnyfcre./H 
include 3/4, inch splidoak plank floors .’•agii^nce and dining,toc)m;:nunken 
livmg room, with heatilator ^ W^'alt,windows and doors in­
cluding iwo sets ol doc^fiS*' g to a planked .sundeck. ln-
".tercom; huill;i,n vacrTa%iyyi'Wree.3'Dce/ balhs:/ ex 
brickwork inside and,oui w.^ra large,garage wPed for 220v service and 
















/ Unique country settingTor this two acre piQperty with creek|and'pond:Well ' 
': TandscaRed,,;rnature trees; and,valley views./Two bedroornfustdpiTjndaf:: 
y, nomo.on ihiee levels has sauna and largo.ouuioor liot tub,, Sepa.iale double 
qarage and ample parking area, , . ,
656-3924 HELEN HOOKER 652-3634
This has 3 bodrodms. each side and, would be excellent Tor two couples jo . 
buy topelher, Ooes'hot have a straia-titlo and the smallerTot would enable ,: 






ARDMORE—■ 1 ACRE - $190,000^^ ^^^^^^^^^
2 year old home with:2944 sq, 1,1, Four bodroorns; largo diningloom and 





























By PEGGIE ROWAND 
The pale blue eyes are mild, the 
plump pink and while unlined 
cheeks cherubic, the manner 
gentle but the voice amazingly
strong, powerful.
Alan Butler can still wrestle a 
sinner to the ground ~ with 
words.




audience of 125 as he preached to 
a group of .lehovah’s Witnesses.
Now in his 100th year, Butler,
9924 Re.slhavcn Drive, is the 
oldest living tnember of the 
, organization which he joined 62 
years ago. For 34 years he 
worked as a full-time minister.
And he still preaches from time 
to time.
Butler emigrated to Canada 
from Birmingham, England, in 
1910 to homestead in Saskat­
chewan. He married ilicre and he 
and wife Maggie ran the post 
office in the tiny settlement.
Travellers came through and 
stayed the night sometimes but 
one night — the year was 1920,
Butler remembers it well —^ one 
traveller stayed. And talked. And 
changed Butler’s life.
The man was a Jehovah’s 
Witnes and W hen he had finished 
speaking Butler recalls he went 
up to his bedroom and said to 
'Maggie, “1 think I’ve found 
^something I’ve been looking for” 
and she replied “So have 1.’’
So Butler, who was raised as an 
Anglicari and became,ah agnostico 
after his father died in an ac­
cident, was converted, along, with
■his wife..'.■ ■■ .... . .
. r, Butler joined in play with youngsters when he visited his old school, St. Peter ^s Harborne,
, Birmingham, England. Butler wds^2 when this photo was taken eight years ago.
life tremendously”, made him a °
“better person” and had a his old school in Birmingham at He does much of his own good glass of wine or a whiskey
“cleansing effect on my mind.” age 92 and plans to go back to the cooking — apple pie is a specially and ginger ale.
And — with a twinkle in his eye old country again in the coming of his —- and doesn’t attribute his He says his longevity is due to
but determination in his voice— year. - good health and age to any “not eating what people say is
he still tries to convert the stray He lives alone and spends most special way of life. good for me.”
visitor to his home over tea and of his time studying the bible and He was once a heavy smoker He’s good company and a 
ver—and fruitcake, attending Jehovah’s Witness but gave it up when he became a pleasure to talk to — even if you




20 kg bag. Reg. S14.39
.99y;-';:SALE''
18-6-12 ULTRA GREEN
QUICK ACTING - LONG LASTING
10 kg bag. Reg, $11.99
$
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SALE
124-8 SUPER LAWN BUILDER
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The quality speaks for itself
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By Mary Kieraiis
The fact that all people, 
parents and children, are not 
alike adds to much of life’s 
richness and excitement. Some 
people are active participators, 
but are not very creative as 
thinkers. Others are great 
thinkers but not so adept at 
doing. With that in mind, one 
thing is very constant that all 
t^eople, whether adult or child, 
have certain common needs and 
conditions for growth and the 
maintenace of that uniqueness.
Because I work primarily with 
families and most of those 
families either have children or 
have had children, it is apparent 
to me that all people should have 
some rights. Below I have listed 
what I think is a rather complete 
list of fundament rights for both 
parents and children.
vocational and avocational in­
terests.
• The right to be yourself.
Parental Rights
® The right to your own 
feeling, and the right to express 
those feelings.
® The right to share the 
authority in your own home.
* The right to place the 
marriage needs above children 
needs.,v...
* The right to take time away 
‘from the children and from your
'■■spouse.;,;'
* The right to make mistakes in 
raising your children.
* The right to pursue your own
Childrens rights
“ The right to act and be my 
age.
» The right to explore my 
world.
® The right to wholesome and 
nourishing meals.
• The right to be loved and 
cared for.
* The right to an education 
which will prepare me for the 
future.
® The right to make mistakes.
> The right to be disciplined 
and not let to grow wild.
® The right to respect and 
dignity.
« The right to be protected 
from physical and mental harm.
® The right to the opportunity 
for growth.
— Confessions of an Actor — 
Laurence Olivier’s
autobiography amazes and 
touches you by its frankne.ss, for 
Olivier has long been regarded as 
one of the most reticent of great 
public figures. His achievements 
are, of course, well known, but 
the reader will find here no 
boasting, and little pride except 
in his receiving the Order of 
Merit and in having a railway 
engine named after him.
He has been acclaimed as the 
greatest actor of his time, 
perhaps of all time, and is
famous on stage, in films and on 
television. He was the first 
director of the National’Theatre 
and the first actor to be given a 
peerage. That he could do the 
things he has done arouses 
wonder and admiration; and 
these are increased when you 
learn of the torments through 
which he has passed.
Confessions of an Actor is as 
much a prayer as an 
autobiography. It is prefaced 
with the words, “Confiteor. 
Bless me, reader, for 1 have
sinned. Since my last confession, 
which was more than fifty years 
ago, I have committed the 
following sins.”
The failure of his first 
marriage, and the torments of his 
disastrous relationship and 
marriage to Vivien Leigh in­
delibly marked both the man and 
the artist. His triumphs have been 
haunted by a feeling of guilt. This 
has been the source of much 
unhappiness to him, and perhaps 
also the source of his greatness.
His final marriage to Joan 
Plowright has been a model of
love, patience and un­
derstanding. But in this revealing 
and often moving book, the 
spectre of sin and guilt looms on 





Confessions of an Actor is far 
removed from the slick film 
autobiography (usually ghost 
written) that you normally find. 
It is a vivid portrait of an ar­
ticulate, sensitive, and often 
tormented man who has become 
a legend in the world of film and 
theatre today.
Do you have a problem, are 
you concerned with the state of 
your marriage, the behaviour of. 
your children? Do you need help? 
George Kurbatoff is a 
psychologist living in Central 
Saanich. As a community service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur­
batoff, c/o The Review, Sidney, 
P.O. Box2070, V8L 2S5.
IS AVAILABLE ALL YEAH AT THE
CHURCH COMMENT
1 Wo
expansion that will add 40 more 
slips to Anglers Anchorage at 
Brentwood Bay. The marina 
already has 200 slips, and owner. 
Alex Chisholm says there is a
telephone, but it ; was a; busy;
As well as being a convenience 
to visitors it saved local; yacht­
smen from having to clear at 
some other part of entry before 
returning to Brentwood Bay from 
the United States.
The readings for March 4, World Day of Prayer, Teach us that 
animosities will be healed, The persecuted will :be rewarded and; 
justice will be served. ;
The story of Joseph and his brothers. Genesis 37; 3-4; 12-13, 
:T 7-28, :demonstrate that Our Father will rescue us from adversities 
That come our way whether through our own or others’ inadyertaht or 
deliberate:actions;T; T
ThelGospel reading taken from Matthevv 21 • 33-43, ;45-46Tells us of 
' the vvicked: and disloyal Tenants of the owner of a vineyard . : Npt^jp^^ 
did they not jproduce^but killed those: who were sent to remonstrate 
with them. Their ultimate wickedness was to kill The Son of the 
owner.
Present applications of the lessons presented to us in these biblical 
references may be seen in present trendsj;;0nisThe;prbgresS;:of;the
OF YOUR CHOlOE
ecumenical aspect of the Christian churches. An example of this is 
the observance of the World Day of Prayer by the women of the 
world. The differences, and on some occasions, hostilities, between 
churches appear to be diminishing. .
Another illustration is the declining of The legalistic; mind of the 
Church where order seemed to exist for its own sake in some cir- 
cumstances.TJnconformihg me:mbers are not;pushed to the fringe of 
society as forcefully as in former times. Prophets of the present day 
— theblbgiaris, activists;;etc., are;not treated as violently as;in the’ 
;dayS:Pf;jeremiahorlsaias.;Thereareincreasingly;rnprecompas- 
; ; sibnate people who feellforTheir sufferings arid understand their Igya! 
criticisms.
As in the parable of the husbandman where the vineyard is taken 
from the unfaithful laborers, we must be aware that our cherished 
faith is ours only while we tend it with love and’^attenbciriT
;sr
trailered instead of being moored 
at marinas, he says, but that can’t 
be done with larger boats and 
their owners tend to cut out other 
recreational expenses rather than 
sell:their boats when the niarket is V
poor,.
The customs wharf opened at 
Anglers Anchorage last year 
;; worked out beautifully, Ghisolin 
says. He as nd record of how 
many boats used it, since the 
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Rfiv, Alisfttlr P, Potrin
I0:30a;m.,:;.,./|i:;,SUNDAY
. . TSCHOOL&WORSHIR
: : SERVICE, Stelly’s 
Secondary School,




10;00a.m, ; „.: Sunday School 
11:00 a. m/: / ■:. FamilyWorship 
7:00p,m...; . Evening Fellowship:
/Wednesday
7:30p.m.. . . . . . . . . . . . . BibleStudy
Pastor V. Nordstrom
A Friendly Family Church ’:: 
Serving Central Saanich
■652-1508








6:00p,m. . :, .EveningSorvice
WodiiDsdaiy
7:30p,m.; : HomoBiblo Studies
; The Erid of Ydiir Siiarch ; 








: Church & Morning Prayer; 
6:00 p.m, ... Evening Service





Keating Elementary School ; 
6483 Central Saanich Rd/
Anglican-Episcopal
HOLY TRINITY
Mills Rd. & W. Saanich Rd. 
NORTH SAANICH
Lent IV Mothering Sunday
8:0()a.m,,,,,,..,,, .Eucharist 












Pastor team: Ross Alton 
(652-2659), Cecil DickinSon 
(652-3301), David Rice 





10:00 a. ni. .,,,,. Commun Ion 
lOiOOa.m. ;, ;/Sunday School 
: Rolreshmenlsin Hall following 
service,
-Please note change of service 
Irom 11:00 a/mtto 10;0pa.m,
UNITED
''








Ewory Friday 7:30 p,m.
The Rov/ William F, Ooorge
.St.,Savior'’S;Chiir€li
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Can we help you? Call the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support Group. A 
discussion group for women 
dealing with their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome Thursday 
mornings at 10 a.m. in the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656-1247.
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) located at 2304 Oakville 
St., behind Sanscha Hall 
grounds, is open to Saanich 
Peninsula youth aged 13 -18 
years. Clubhouse winter hours 
are 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 7 - 11 
p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym takes 
place 7 - 9 p. m. Wed nesday. 
Special activities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis: All 
activities are free and no 
■ registration is required. Parent 
and teen enquiries welcome. For 
more information call the PC.A 
office at 656-0134 or drop by and
pick up a program at 9788 - 2nd 
Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood elementary 
school, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days. More information 652-4580 
01-652-1531.
The Peninsula Singers began 
their new season Jan. 11 and new 
members are invited to attend. If 
you like to sing, want to learn, 
and have a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice come and join the 
singers at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road at 
7:15 Tuesday evenings. For more 
information call 656-0268.
Is overeating creating problems 
in your life? Overcaters 
Anonymous can help. No dues, 
no weighing. Meetings arc at 8 
p.m., Mondays, 9788 - 2nd 
Street, Sidney. Call 652-9931.
Central Saanich Boys’ and 
Girls’ Club winter programs are 
now underway. If your child is 
seven to 20 years old and in­
terested in crafts, sports, 
ceramics, model building and 
more, then call Marion Price at 
383-1101 for more information. 
After sehool bussing is available 
in Central Saanich.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum 
Corps take lessons at Sidney 
elementary school from 6 p.m. 
Thursdays. For more in­
formation call 656-6098.
The Peninsula Disarmament 
Group meets regularly. To help 
us, join us or just for information 
call 656-4842.
Sidney Activity Centre, 
sponsored by CMHA and the 
community, meets Mondays 10 
a.m. - 1 p.m. in Margaret
Vaughan Birch Hall, Han­
dicrafts, games, films, 
recreation, light lunch and an 
opportunity to meet others. For 
more inforniation call 652-1483 
after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 week- 
days'.,.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club now meets at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday evenings at 
Centraf Saanich municipal hall, 
1903 Mount Newton.
Sidney Pre-School, parent- 
owried and operated, has 
openings for four-year-old 
children at this time. Fdr 
■ moreinformation call Marquis 
.Arney at 652-0416 or Donna at 
656-7450.
A spring tea will be held 2 p.m. 
.March 19 at St. Andrews 
Anglican Cluirch. Home baking, 
cards, novelties, jams and 
pickles. All welcome.
An information meeting on co­
operative housing will be held 
7:30 p.m. March 28 at the Union 
Centre, 2750 Quadra St. More 
information call 381-3455.
The Vancouver island Kidney 
Patients’ Association plans an 
annual bazaar March 24 and 25, 
9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m., and March 26, 
9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. Grocery, 
raffle, homebaked goods, hand 
knitting novelties and more.
Cordova Bay Pre-School has 
openings in the three-year-old 
class Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings. Creative play and 
social interaction in a happy 
environment. For more in­
formation call Kelly at 658-8467 
or Pat at 658-5027.
The Blucwater Cruising 
Association meets the second 
Tuesday of the month at the 
Maritime Museum, Bastion 
Square, at 7:30p.m.
Sidney New Parent Discussion 
Group, Wednesday evening 
meetings 7:30 p.m. at Com­
munity Counselling Centre, 9813 
5lh St. New members welcome. 
We are a non-profit group, a 
branch of Capital Families. For 
more information call Karen 
Ledger, 598-4675.
The Salvation Army. Sincere 
appreciation for past donations. 
When doing New Year clean-up 
please remember the 
Rehabilitation Program of The 
Salvation Army. Phone 727-2293 
for a pick-up of clothing or
household articles, appliances 
and furniture.
Teen Floor Hockey League 
meets on Wednesday nights at 
8:15 to 9:30 p.m. at the old fire 
hall in Saanichton. Membership 
is $5. For more information call 
Marion Price at 383-1101.
The Vancouver Island Scottish 
Country Dance Society plans a 
grand dance starting 8 p.m. 
March 12 at the Leonardo da 
Vinci Hall, 195 Bay St. Music by 
the Schiehallion Band. For more 
information call S. Page at 478- 
8138or J. Watson at 592-0151.
The City of Cardens Sweet 
Adelines present their spring 
show 8 p.m. March 11 and 12 at 
tlie University Centre 
Auditorium. For more in­
formation call 595-7401 or 477- 
-3069.
The March meeting of the 
Vicloria Waterfront Enhan­
cement Society will be held 7:30 
p.m. March 15 al 521 Superior 
St.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club meets at 
Central Saanich municipal hall at 
7:30 p.m. each Tuesday. Guests 
always welcome. Call Pat McRae 
at 652-9629 for more in­
formation.
Women’s Discussion Support 
Group welcomes newcomers each 
Wednesday from 1:30 - 3 p.m. at 
the Communily Counselling 
Centre, 9813 - 5th St., Sidney. 
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Why earthquakes occur is just one of the fascinating questions 
scientists are probing at the Pacific Geoscience Centre al the 
Institute of Ocean Sciences on West Saanich Rd. Personnel at 
the centre are from iwo branches of Energy, Mines and 
Resources Canada: the Geological Survey of Canada and the 
Earth Physics Branch.
“No doubt because we’re on the west coast, our majoi 
function is the monitoring of seismicity” . says Dr. Laurie 1.aw, 
acting director of the centre.
British Columbia has a long history of recording earthquake 
activity. Recording first began on Jan. 1, 1899, when a Milne 
.seismograph purchased by the Dominion Goveriiment 
Meteorological Service was installed on a pier in the basement of 
the customs building near Victoria's inner harbour . This w'as the 
second seismography to be put into use in Canada.
The Pacific Gco.science Centre is now' the central .station for a 
network of seismic recording stations spread through B.C. and 
forming part of the National Seismograph Nelw'ork. A iietwork 
of permanent stations located around the Strait of Georgia — 
the Western Canada Telemetered Network — continuously feetfs 
information into a computer, which stores the data il an ear­
thquake occurs.
The system provides almost instant information on the size, 
position and depth of any earthquake activity that affects the 
heavily-populated .southwestern region of B.C. '1 he coastal area 
— Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands — are 
especially susceptible to earthquakes because of shifts in the land 
inass under the sea. •
The remainder of the province has not been as affected by 
earthquakes as frequently — or by earthquakes as severe — as 
the coastal region, but rnodcratc to minor earthquakes have 
occured near Revelstoke, near Vernon and in the south 
Okanagan, neat Valemounl north of Bute Inlet, and in the 
northwest corner of the province. Earthquakes originating in 
Montana 01 Idaho are also sometimes felt in .southern B.C.
Earthquake records have been kept in B.C. since the late 19th 
century, and fot a long time it was assumed that no earthquake 
could cause seficus damage in the province. But June 23, 194fi 
: changed everyone’s thinking. On that date, a strong earthquake 
shookvthewhole of Vancouver Island the southern mainland, 
/causing considerable property damage and one death,
on the Rich let scale and was felt 
: frcynL spilthw'esL -Alaskacentral Oregon. In the years 
i follbwingf more recording stations were set up, and in 1975 the
first phase of the computer network was in place.
The Pacific Geoscience Centre’s sensitive equipment records 
about .300 earthquakes annually in .southwestern B.C., but only 
a few are strong enough to be felt by people.
The centre cannot predict earthquakes. Law says, but present 
studies can indicate the possible region and magnitude of 
disirubances.
“We’re not at the stage where w'c can make predictions,” he 
says. “The key is to find out why earthquakes happened and 
then we can move tow'ard making predictions on a firm basis.”
The centre’s data on the distribution and magnitude of past 
earthquakes has been helpful in producing a seismic probability 
map included in Canada’s national building code.
The map divides Canada into four zones of seismic risk, with 
most of thc,3.C. coast and the Queen Charlotte Islands and all 
of Vancouver Island being classed as likely to have severe 
damage in the case of a major earthquake.
"Phis aids professional engineers, w'ho can then design 
siruciurcs for the zone that will resist the acceleration levels 
caused by earthquakes. Such information also help.s the engineer 
determine the .seismic w-ave characteristics a building will en- 
countei in its lifetime.
AlthoughThe study and investigation of earthquakes is otie of 
the most important functions of the Pacific Geoscience Centre, 
it is by no means the only one.
Centre gcoscientists have beenworking on (he geological 
history of the coastal sedimentary basin, and there are in­
dications that large quantities of oil might be located under the 
sea floor of Hecate Strait (between the Queen Cliarlotte Islands 
and the mainland), and under Queen Charlotte Sound.
LJnlil these Studies were done, the area was thought likely to 
contain only natural gas. The information gathered by 
gcoscientists will prove important when exploration proceeds off 
:the B.C. coast.
Pacific Geoscience Centre is also responsible formapping the 
gravity field ofwestern Canada on a regional scale. The 
measurements are made at intervals of between six and 15 
kiloinetres. Knowledge of the gravity field and local anomalies 
give basic information about the density and distribution of the 
rocks thaf rnake tip the crust of the earth. This iiiformat ion also 
helps in/the exploration of natural resources.
Other areas under study at the centre include the magnetic 
field of the earth, geological and natural resource mapping and 
y'palcpntology.
Aid. Dick Sharpe, recommended to Central Saanich council 
Monday that it maintain the services of Associated Engineering Ltd. 
to conduct a study and make recommendations for storm drainage 
and sanitary sewer development for the Keating Ridge area, as a first 
step to development of the area w'ith study costs to be borne by the 
developei.
The motion was carried, although Aid, Ron ('uHis said he feh he 
W'as not ready to go ahead unless the developer “will pay the cost.”
Council passed the recommendation of the. sew'er and water 
committee that council reject the proposed amendment to the Capital 
Regional District letiers patent regarding sepiage disposal, and 
support the concept of “user pay”. The CRD needs money for the 
annual costs of maintaining the Millstream holding lagoons.
Aid. Ruth Arnaud moved first and second reading of a bylaw which 
will lezone Butchart Gardens from tourist recreation commercial to 
tourist display gardens. A public hearing will be set before third 
reading. The first reading of the sign bylaw w'as rescinded and the new' 
draft bylaw given first reading.
Money from this years parks budget will be advanced to make 
drainage and irrigation improvements to playing fields in Centennial 
Park, The w'ork should he completed by April 23 so playing fields can 
be used bv ball teams.
Ma! gaict Donaldson, ownct of y, Raulin'c, sister of Mavis Mooney, 
Pauline’s Handcrafts on Beacon;,, a locltl iroitet and was taken over
t *• 1 tf' ' ' t-» fi »* r"\ f'
. .......................... , ........................
Ave. has sold hei store to .Mrs.
Gabricllc Kaiser and her
daughter, Shauna. The sale was 
effective Leb. 24.
Now, says Donaldson, she 
plans to get on with hci pottery, 
sail, and garden — none of which 
;,does;Shc visiiahze as retirehteiil;; L 
:,:;4f Qvas qrigiiially i.siarted by '■
by the girls’ mother, Dolly Jones, 
who was then joined by Kris 
Mcl can, Mrs. Win Masters, 
Mrs. Marion Skinner and Mrs. 
Evelyn Baker.
local ladies were involved; in­
cluding Mrs. i.u Lee. '.Mrs. 
.Audrey McDonald and Mrs, 
Doris Deakin.
Six months later Mrs. Baker 
: left aiid - Mrs. Ada; Porteous 
. afriv eel. A:ftef that, a number of;
Vv'hcn Donaldson bought the 
shop front Mrs. Ada Poricous,
Mrs;■ KMQ^ean, "M rs.'/M .i Heroii ■
; ancLPMisy Sanciy/' McAdam Mn/V' 






rite Right Revefend 11. Joiiesy: 
bishop of the diqccscSof liritish 
C'ohImbia 1 uis tinnq1111ced ihcA^ 
a ppoinlniciii
NVilliam lA George as executive 
diiccidi of the Anglican Renewal ; 
Ceiitrc. TJte i Rtwereiid Geol'geA/ 
will also be /associaie. ai Brent"! 
W(rodP;Aiiglican'k^Chapel',?:;,Bi;eiiA 
J'yyorid' Ba>'i/;Ap
lieverend / George; comes iirA ; 
/Vicidrin aT!eryScr\MngAis;vici.itAtd’p:';, 
^LAAthh;eA'5;:i:’'pisC:dpiil tilnueli,:";;; 
Newt anc, New >oik. Upon 
iarriying-Ait / ;yict,qi''a; iiiv ^ 98 fy IveyV' 
seised at St Phillips Chmeh tint if 
this appointnieni Piittt to his 




rite Anidiettn kencwii! Ceniic 
ivvas',';establtshe(L phyA/aetjon. AdP--' 
dhsliop Rov Ciiirircd in4974"Wiih‘y 
Jlte vJapprtiiMj'iicnr (Vl pidA'ciAndP/; 
yj (tint y i c pe iP;., a At It c. ft i:st cl i n;c t ti r ■'
.IJiuleiAllis; diicciion the centre : 
bectiinc; Kntnyn 'tyorid/ w'ide 'iis a '- 
: leiidei pupt/hrisiianiRcncwaL The' 
jicxt adntinisi ratoiA\vasyRevet eiul / 
■■dtrlhQ ,King,y:;:inHy pt'cciqiP'Urlp' SitP"' 
y8av:iotii'’s:Patish,Ayy ■pv/A,;A'A'/'y:y 
y;p,P,Rcv;ereiiid ;.l <‘iedtgcAPT'9t<BiAP'",
; uqrshi|i si't vices- at' (lie' Remnviil 
■Centre,"' locidcd'XinPiSi;. Saviour's'-' 
^PClH'(rcli'PiC»tity,lA;k!(>yP'AyvMhiig"AMPA/ 
'.,7:3()',('Liir,P;Theyicachiiig,;q|Ano|y,:,^
. Set i(.)l lit cjqi Ills, the ccuc trf .Hliiil 
;jiiepdChiewn!y,(MntrA:''slhndsP:l'or:'' 
;P\y»llf:\vofsldp,,serviceA'olyllte-l lolVy;
I li hdl' L pMA'i '”’9 r''*'” ”'d
the laving on oi lumds
1 he puidic IS invited to loii) in
,:,■■■::< lie.";A'llgljca It ,/ 
yRA.bAA4l;C''gni'tt';iii;:.Siy:Suvu'tur'''s'',
( hill cl) IncaiciL at Cat herhib and
”1
Dp & Away
Mr ' S Mrs R(rherL / 
■' f 'rgari'AfAiPlnA'A 
w'on,2, reiurny,




( tvei .Islllt pODj'ilr lirliV'd 
West! o,tsi cek'lu ate oni Jan 23 
"IdAiaif A'lSAiingAjtlypbcuisai'ids tifpy::.p,;| 
,Alcllci(,)tis.,tkrhii(s,'lL(.)nf!,Sitli'ic'yyAAy.A!A:,A^I|
; Ikikery! I hJnqinsthlq'l'ltigltlCitriisA / ;
'AtfA,pai itl.Siih'icy: Mayor Att.airiaA,;-/
'Se'tiliq- filhciausj'ar ilitvoiXM-iingf A'
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' Ilic iVieiHlIy peiiple at,3X18^
Skliicy join niCiljAV‘clco(jiiiijA\in 
AApur nev.ysLdviMptiip'VCC pllcLlull ■ /..PP' 
^ hnaiK'lal sorv i( os phis Aiiinpl.in md
^ , instinitK'e.'''"' ■;'."„/'■ "''■■"''■.''''.■■'■"'■■'A'',: ■ /.-.'■■■/./'■'■A'
f A) I , >
.TAA''.-;'';
Serving Sltlney slx'.iJays'a wee'k.p."' 
Moiiirlav y ■flnirstliiyA 9 3't ;fnr:, '"s iyin. 
Lrii.lav';,,' j) iir
.Saiui'Alty .'.A.-9UP ajL..'i''p':nA
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'"Consumer Action." a feature sponsored by this news­
paper and the British Columbia Ministry of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs, provides an opportunity for readers to 
solve marketplace problems or obtain answers to consumer- 
related questions. Address your queries to “Consumer 
Action," care of this newspaper, or contact the Ministry 





Signing the bottom line of a 
mortgage contract is one of the 
biggest steps most of us take — 
and for some, one of the most 
costly.
In recent weeks, the minister of 
consumer and corporate affairs 
has received many enquiries from 
people who have only recently 
discovered that their mortgage 
contracts have locked them into 
very high interest rates for long 
periods of time.
This seems an opportune time 
to offer some suggestions to help 
those who are new to the mor­
tgage scene avoid costly 
problems.
Before you sign any mortgage 
agreement or renewal statement, 
consider the following;
® If you don’t understand al! of 
the language used in the 
document, ask the lender or your 
lawyer to explain it to you. Some 
lenders are now using mortgage 
contracts written in plain 
English; it might be in your best 
interest to deal with such a 
company. Remember that the 
lawyer at whose office you sign 
the documents is usually not 
acting for you but for the 
mortgage company.
He or she may explain things to 
you but remember that lawyers 
act in the best interests of their 
client — in this case the mortgage 
''company.:;
® If you are renewing or taking 
out a mortgage, make sure you 
know; and understand the im- 
; pprtarit details; ; including the
renegotiate a lower rate if rates 
tall.
Also check whether the 
mortgage can be assumed
without penalty by a future 
purchaser of your home, if not, 
be sure you know how much the 
penalty is.
® If your mortgage makes no 
reference at all to prepayment 
options, that probably means you 
can’t get out of the deal except on 
terms dictated by the mortgage 
company. This can be an ex­
pensive problem if interest rates 
drop considerably lower than the 
rate you’re paying, or if you want 
to pay off the loan in the event 
you sell your home.
• Insist on having your 
prepayment or re-negotiation 
rights (or the “lock-in” 
provisions) clearly stated in 
writing in the mortgage or 
renewal documents. Refuse to 
sign if this is not done.
• Explore the pros and cons of 
different types of contracts, such 
as “open mortgages, where you 
can make extra payments 
reducing the principal arriount 
that you owe or pay off the entire 
amount without penalty. This 
right to an “open” mortgage 
may cost a little more in the 
percentage rate of interest, but 
may save you money if you sell 
the house or are able to prepay in 
full or in part.
• Another type of mortgage is 
described as ‘’variable’’—
; meaning that the interest rate 
: Varies accordihg ; to current 
conditions. "Fhis rate; is usually
i
Women do it more often than 
men. People over 55 do it more 
than any other age-group. And 
lower mainland residents do it 
more regularly than people in 
other parts of B.C.
Buckling up - who does it, 
when, where and why — is the 
subject of a recent province-wide 
survey released this w'eek by the 
Insurance Corporation of British 
Columbia.
The survey, carried out last 
December for the traffic safety 
education department of ICBC, 
involved 9,580 vehicles and their 
13,801 occupants in 28 police 
jurisdictions.
Local and provincial statistics 
gathered in the survey will assist 
the RCMP, municipal police 
forces and ICBC in their joint 
campaign to increase seat belt use 
during the coming months. Their 
target is an 80 per cent wearing 
rate of B.C.
“Our short term goal is to 
increase seat belt use by a 
minimum of 10 per cent and 
reduce the continuing toll of 
serious injury and death due to 
traffic crashes on B.C. roads,” 
says Patty Manduca, manager of 
ICBC’s traffic safety education 
department and director of 
counterattack school and 
community programs.
“This local information will 
give every community the op­
portunity to set its own goals for 
increasing seat belt use. Even a 
one per cent increase will save a 
significant number of lives and 
prevent an even greater number 
of catastrophic injuries.”
. Of the 800 severely disabled 
people currently receiving no­
fault benefits from ICBC, less 
than five per cent were wearing 
seat-belts at the time of the ac- 
cident which changed their lives : = 
forever. This year,'traffic crashes J 
; result irr at least 100 seyereanjury 
claims costing the irisurance fund : 
sis of the more than $250,000 each, 
the day. In addition to the im-
period. Be sure you understand plus one, two or more percentage measurable pain and suffering
all your rights under the points. which results, these accidents
agreement — particularly your * Finally, never sign a mor- alone co.st a total ol $25 million, ■ .
right to pay off the, mortgage tgage agreement without first adding further $20 to every
before it comes due, or to discussing it with your lawyer. motorist’s insurance premium.
ICBC’s seat belt ^ su rvey show's : 
that of the people observed and 
interviewed, 55 . per cent were 
wearing some kind of restraint. 
Drivers rated the highest, with 60 
per cent buckled-up. Exactly half 
of the passengers in the 
vulnerable front right seat were 
buckled up. Only; 41 to 46 per 
cent of; other passengers were 
wearing restraints. Sixty per cent 
of the women surveyed were 
buckled up compared to 51 per 
cent of the men.
There are indications that seat 
belt use is affected by the humher 
of years a person has been 
driving. Inexperienced and ex­
perienced drivers had the highest 
usage in their category, averaging 
66 per cent and 75 per cent 
respectively,while drivers with 
four or five years experience 
dropped to 50 per cent u.sagc rate.
Statistics gathered by police 
jurisdictions show that lower 
mainland communities have a 
usage rate of well over 60 per 
cent. Wearing rates tend to 
decline with irtcrcascd distance 
from lower mainland area. ; ;
topped the
communily tables with 71 per 
; cent use by drivers, closely 
; I'oilowed by Richtriond and \ycst 
Vancouver with 70 per cent,' ; ■
of
drivers buckled lip, 66 per cent in 
Victoria.
Af the other end of the scale; 
Pliiwell River registered the lov/csi; 
rate of use by drivers at 36 per 
cent; In Prince Rupert, 39 per 
cent of drivcr.s and only 27 per 
cent of their passengers were 
buckled up.
Safety was the motivation for 
more than half of those wearing 
seatbelts. Others cited respect for 






mortgage; amount, rate of in- : established bh; the ba i
terest, terms and amortization prime lending rate of t
4512 West Saanich Rd. 727-3444
FOR LATE EVENING RELAXATION 
.;. after the show . ^ . after the play 
join us at Penklis for a light repase.
A.W. Fairiiiirst
... r,
Everybody has their favourite form of investment. For some it’s 
real estate or antiques. Jewellery, art. Cars, gold, Gjl.C.’s, stocks and 
bonds arc just some of the others. V
;,But,:Which is the best?'-,,,',;''';;,'/:;
Answer: they ail arc . . . or have been at different points in/time. 
FACT, a magazine published in the IJ.S., periodically surveys the vlue 
of $10,000 placed in various investments for various time periods. 
Here is a condensed summary of the vlauc of $10,000 as at the end of 
/December.last year,'
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/■’10/42'2//'''' ;■ :7,312':"":^"',:',',8.447-'/" 18,663-/'
It),337 10.022 13,031 25,414
9,363 7,350 6,323 15,851
9,156 7,956 10,429 22,467































, DINE AROUND/TNE WORLD DRAWiNC/;|
B STARTING FEB. 1st, 1983, Every Week for 10 Weeks a Winner’s name will be drawn for /g 
B Dinner for Two on the Peninsuia — Grand Prize is Dinner for 2 in RENO — including Air | 
B Fare, Accommodation, etc, on non-stop flights to and from Victoria! |







WIN A D8MNER IN REMO CONTEST
NAME
Oliviously there is no consistently superior investment, hut I would 
pay Itandsomcly for a crystal hall!
















Sidney RCMP arc investigating between 4 puh. March 2 and 8
four hreak-ins over the past a.m. March 3 and minor thefts
? vveck;(two iiivolving more tharv ; a break-in at
/ $2,5()O worth qf stolen property, North Saanich Marina sometime 
Police said thieves ciucrcd a between Feb. 28 and March I,
/ home birMadfbha Dr, around I
microwave oven and a Jcnn*air 
counter top fan and grill valued 
;:';:.//,at:' $1.800,;/:Jhievcs/:,apparently/;.^
« gained entry to the house through ' '-h/- ^ m
"/:' /ihe;garagc./
Some $770 worth of tools, 
inchiding a chain saw, were 
a break-in at the 
;-■/''■■''Saanichton/'ExpcrimcntaV'l'arm
James Island
Vlctorla-San Franolscp as l^vv 
VIctorla-Los Angeles as low as,i . . 
Vahcouver-Toronto as low as -289 return -h lax
'^MEXIGOr ;:"/■'?
Would yciti believe 90q breakfasts, $4 dinners, and 
night? Yes! Mexico has it all for the beach lover, and
return 4' tax 
return tax
under $10 per 
buff! Call us
/ A pry bar of some kind was 
used; to gain entry into the 
building and cigarettes, pop 
drinks and /chocolate bars were
reunion
A reunion for all former James 
Island residents and employees of 
piioi to. 1962 will talsc 
A Itoine on MeTavish Rd. was; place Augi 20 and 21 at Sanscha 
entered through the basement Hall, Sidney. Anyone who would
door sorhetirne between Feh. 27 I'ke to attend should contact
and March 1; Poflfcc said nothing Walt Sidwell, 2749 Seafe Rbad,
:.was'stolen.' t.-. , ,Yictbrla,,of at,478J6S5.//.:/:/;'^'..::.;
2468 BEACON AVENUE, SIDNEY
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By HELEN LANG
Have you noticed how hard the 
starlings are working on the 
lawns recently? Now I am not a 
starling fan. They are messy 
birds, gluttons when it comes to 
eating berries (leaving very little 
for slow starters like our native 
robins). Starlings are a menace 
around bird feeders, and to make 
matters even worse they often 
produce two families a year, 
which means there are an awful 
lot of them.
However, I have developed a 
sneaking respect for these hordes. 
Great flocks arrive and move 
across the grass like herds of 
small black sheep, feasting as 
they go. I do believe they may be 
eating those abofninable grubs 
that can ruin your lawn, the 
leatherjackets. This year we may 
expect a scourge of these root­
eating maggotSi mostly because 
vve had such a lot of their parents, 
the Marsh Craneflies, around this
' past-fall.:''■
A simple test to discover 
' whether ;br not you need to treat
If you have some really long 
patches perhaps it would be a 
good idea to use the whipper- 
snipper first. This is also a 
thought for your winter rye . . . 
would surely make it easier to dig 
into the vegetable garden if you 
gave it a hair cut first.
This month as soon as you can 
get your vegetable beds ready you 
may want to plant seed of 
broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, 
leeks, onions, carrots and garden 
peas. Egg plant may be started 
now indoors. Actually I like to 
start everything in the above list 
inside with the exception of 
carrots and peas, transplanting 
them outdoors later on.
Please don’t put in too many 
cabbage, broccoli or cauliflower 
seed. You may think the slugs 
will eat a lot of them, and the 
cutworms get a few, but you will 
end up with far too many plants, 
and things like cauliflowers have 
a habit of all ripening at once. 
You simple must not waste them, 




Parkland students are planning 
a traffic safety awareness 
program March 15 at the school. 
Students Susanne Klausen and 
Alex Forrester will be talking 
about teenage traffic safety 
problems. Guest speakers include 
Jack Bell and Doug Tollen from 
ICBC claims centre, Doug Kooy 
and a Sidney RCMP constable.
Results of a student survey on 
traffic accidents will be shared. 




The tallest mule in North America is 17 hands high and owned by Wally du Temple, seen 
above with the aptly named '^Thumper" and a miniature mule. The owner of Ardmore Golf 
Course wants to start a 4H pony and donkey club for young people aged nine to 19 years. 
Registration is this week at 930 Ardmore Drive or call 656-4621 by March 10. A mule is bred 
from a horse and donkey, traditionally for agricultural use. Murray Sharrau Photo
accommodate 50 
beautiful as they
; your lawn is to dissolve enough enough to 
table salt in a litre of water in a cauliflowers, 
pail to float a small potato. Now may be! : \ 
dig up a six-inch square of lawn Something to think about 
1 Vi inches thick and put it into when it comes to planting carrots
the salt water. Within a very .^. if you will wait until after
short tiine any leatherjackets in May 15 to seed them you will
the square of grass will have miss the first hatch of the in-
made a hasty exit, and you will famous carrot rust fly. However
see them either squirming on the if you will screen our carrots
surface of the soil or floating (directions later) or use some
hors-de-combat on top of the method of battling the carrot
water. fly’s sense of smell (moth balls,
if you count more than 10 coffee grounds, creosote-soaked
leatherjackets you should apply a string draped overhead) perhaps
Diazinon solution to your lawn. you might want to give an early
Please read the directions planting a try.
carefully, and follow them ab- -’^When roots show through the 
solutely. Too little Diazinon drainage holes, transplant them
won’t kill the beasts, and too outdoors. If you soil is dry 
much is a waste of money. enough you might also put in
When you have completed some sweetpea seed outside. We
your test, thoroughly rinse your have found, though, that if you
square of sod, and tap it back in plant one seed in a styrafoam cup
place in the lawn. of soil and keep the cups in a
sunny place and water 
^surrounded by a lot of en- them regularly, your svveetpeas
By WENDY LAING
Nearing its sixth year of 
operation. Panorama Leisure 
Centre has proven itself in­
valuable for recreation in the 
community.
The centre was opened in 1977 
and former manager Brian 
Storrier and his staff produced an 
excellent facility run on high 
standards:
The poularity of peninsula 
recreation has skyrocketed since 
then. Due to overwhelming 
support community recreation, 
leisure arts, arena and aquatic 
programs have expanded greatly, 
offering an extensive choice of 
classes for patrons. As well as 
instructional programs, public 
swimming and skating sessions 
! have also grown in size.
Comparison of Jan./Feb. 1, 
1982 figures the same period this 
year shows a substantial increase 
in program participation in all 
areas.
Registration for recreation 
classes made a 108 per cent jump 
over last year, while the arts 
.department, topped that with a 
164 per cent rise in enrollment. 
On the ice, the arena reported 47
per cent more program sales than 
this time last year. Finally the 
pool’s increase tallied at 40 per 
cent.
With course fees staying 
basically unchanged in'1983, the 
centre’s manager Monty Holding 
explains increases are due to a 
larger volume of people this year 
rather than higher costs for 
classes'.-'-.. ■
Holding also says ; “our 
lifestyles are changing towards 
activities which are both 
physically and nien 
st i mul at i ng’ ’ an d t hat Pan oram a 
; provides both challenges. :
Public admissions also rose 
this year with 4,978 patrons 
entering the arena in 1982 and 
: 5,623 (13 per cent increase) 
skaters in 1983.
In the pool, 20,143 took the 
plunge in this year whereas there 
were 16,105 in 1982, 25 per cent
the class commences. Waiting 
lists are always available.
At 8 a.m. Saturday Panorama 
will begin to distribute numbers 
which match with time slots 
during the day. In this fashion 
receptionists will be able to 
process 70 patrons in half an 
hour.




Mon. to Thurs. & Sat. 
9:30 - 5:30
Friday 9:30 - 6
S5S~33i4
Beacon Plaza,
2317 Beacon Ave., Sidney
: increase.::
With those positive in­
dications of a prosperous year 
ahead, spring registration day is 
, scheduled for March-12 begin­
ning at 10 a.m. After 'this 
weekend one may register for a 
course anytime^ up until the day
thusiastic “mowers” in this
neighbourhood, arid have been 
feeling worse and worse as finally 
every lawri but ours had had its 
first Cut of the season, ‘'him­
self’ ’ reluctantly got put the lawn 
mower, saying (hopefully)“It 
probably won’t start:” It didLsp 
there vvas nothing for it but to 
miake an attempt, although much 
of the grass was far too wet to be 
walked on, let alone mowed.
First hC; moved the blade to its 
ultimate height and went over the 
tallest grass, intending to reduce 
the height and go over it again 
^ later, but just by doing that the 
place looked so much neater he 
happily put the mower away,
saying, - Well, that’s chough of
That .for: to-day!'’’
do wonders inside. :
When your plants have 
developed their third set of leaves 
pinch out the growing tip right 
back to the second set of leaves. 
This makes your plants branch 
out in a very satisfactory manner, 
giving you many more flowers 
per plant.
Please watch your “coming 
events” columns for notices of 
rose pruning demonstrations. 
Pruning is so much easier to do if 
you have seen it doHe by an 
.^.-expert.
The Peninsula Figure Skating 
Club:C^^
9 p.ih: March io at Panorama
Leisnrc'Centre^'''yr':'y" '''a-
■'For The Finest in Italian Dining' 




fly to yoiir choice of over 80 cities ^ fiy to your choice 6f 10 cities in 
in continental U.S. or Canada* Mexico, Bennuda or the Caribhoan*
and get $SC)0 In travel cash and get $ t ,000 in travel cash
fly to London, Paris^ Amsterdam, 
Rome, Madrid, Zurich, Frankfurt
Sp»cial includos; garlic broad, soup or salad... .. ..,....... <
THURSDAY
LASAGNA : > ’ •.,* ’ fv'y*.'• • '-v' •: .
fifMiTCaso ori yoiir purchase Of a;
se1190i 1290, 1390.1490„newCase 11 
or 1690 tractor.
-from Case:c)n yoiif purchaseol 
Hi liew Case 2090, 2290 
2590 tractor,
or Hawaii*' and get $1|BOO In 
I front Case: trav®! caoh i m  on your 
purchase of a new Case 4490,
: 4690 (^r 4890 tractor,
■ln.aiidmon/tokeO|rtion-#t-“''Vbur.cH(3ice:Of::Case|'fei'A.'R:^
Or take Option #2 -- No credit charges uritil Marphyf^
Or take Option #3 — A special cash option, in lieu of credit charge Opt 




...:.WE0;'&THUR8.^...': ’ IICENCED ::
12 noon • 2 p.m.' S p,m. -to p.m, DINING ROOM!
12 noon - 2 p.m.; 2 p.m. -12 p.rnp Located





F,UOIOl.EMODEL "CASH':'''-'OPUON ELIOIOLEMODEL /'.'CASH '"'''^Or>TION











mm S1900 -4890 $4700
any make, available with 6.8% A.P.R. credit 
charges for up to 42 months,,. or a waiver 
of terodlt charges until December 1; 1983.
Froo travel bf(ers and bash option do not apply 
Ip'.usedtractorpurbhasos:,;
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Dracula, played by Kirk Dorian, and Lucy, played by Shelly 
Atkinson, star in upcoming musical "‘Dracula Baby" March
10, 11 curtain 7:30 p.m. at Mount Newton middle school 
gym. Murray SharraM Photo
' ' h ' By Wendy Laing-.' , , ' 
Today marks a once-in-a- 
lifetime visit with royalty for five 
Parkland students. Heather 
McClelland, Kirk Lewis, 
Timothy Wait, and Rhonda and 
Robert Saunders (Air Cadet 
Squadron 676) are: to " board 
Queen r Elizabeth’s yacht,; ;the 
Britannia, in Vancouver along 
with 54 other B.C. students to 
receive their Duke of Edinburgh 
Gold Award, certificates of 
1 . achieyement. ... •
'' ®Our Secondary' invites all 
parents and students to a 
- “Traffic Awareness’ seminar 
, 7:30 p.m. Feb. 15, in the multi­
purpose room. The discussion 
will centre on the problems of 
teenage driving. Along with an 
excellent film, guest speakers will 
y include representatives from the - 
RCMP and ICBC. Results of a 
: grade 12 driving (accident) survey 
taken this .week will also be 
■ ''shared/
^ •Congratulations "and best 
( wishes to Burnadelte Upton and 
i Suzanne Klausen for their 
( participation in Sidney’s Rotary 
Speaking Contest in February. 
Both made a fine effort and 
: Bernie won the Rotary Youth 
Leadership A ward. She will 
'travel to Tacoma next week to 
represent the district.
•With the aid of fourmembers 
bf the senior boys basketball 
team and one junior’ player, 
Parkland supported a basketball 
clinic held for close; to 50 
peninsula elementary students;
The basic skills and techniques 
of shooting, pass;ing and ribbling ( 
were taught to children from 
'■grade.s one to six. Junior coach 
Ken Angus, Tony Floor, Kevin 
Oltewell, Mike McCulloch, 
Andrew MacKay and Tom 
Johnson 0r.), instructed at 
Brentwood elementary Mar. 3 
from 3 - 5:30 p.m. The
youngsters included a “little 
Buck,” David Milligan, son of 
Parkland’s senior boys coach.
•“Springtime in Bandland” is 
the theme for a public dance to be 
held 8 p.m. Saturday night at 
Sanscha Hall. Our very own 
Parkland band are to provide live 
entertainment! Purchase your 
ticket, from any band member at 
apriccof$5.
wrote their English placement 
tests March 4. The entrance to a 
post secondary institute depends 
on this examination.
•The itinery for the community 
recreation (C.R.) 12 class was 
fully booked last week. Curling 
at: Gjen M eadows : Tuesd ay;: a 
rhorhing sw'im on Wednesday, i 
and then the RCMP challenge 
basketball game the same af­
ternoon.
•Our marine biology class 
made an incredible sighting by 
observing a turkey vulture at 
Swartz Bay recently.
Sports Scene:
Our senior boys, basketball 
(team made a valiant atternpF at , 
theTsland toiifnarhent,; but had 
to be content with (a ^fantastic 
' seaso n and fi ni sh i h g at the t o p q f 
the league:(13/1 record), rather 
than qualifying foi the B.C.’L 
Defeating ( Southgate and 
dropping garnes to Glaremont 
and Highland, preseiUed them 
with themost sportsmanlike team 
trophy; and Kevin Oltewell as a 
second all-star. i (
•Junior girls squad is Off to the 
J s 1 a n d c h a m p i oh s h i p s; this
weekend after squelching both 
Stelly’s 67-31, (Lara Pomerleau 
22 points) and Spencer 59-41, 
(Kelly Knudsen 18 points). Best 
.(of luck^
•At the nets badminton players 
are developing fine skills; jhe 
gymnastics club is flipping on the 
mats and the girls on the field are 
kick ing; up their heels for a fine 
(■ ;■ soccer season,'
Sidney Rotary Anns held their 
IT'bniary meeting at the home of 
Mrs: Marion Watling with 13 
inembers present. (After the short 
business meeting the raffle was 
drawn and won by Irene Minton.
; Vaiehtine corsages were: made r; 
by members and presented to 
tliosc who have birthdayus in the 
near future.
Fortune cookies brought by 
Francis Neil were given to 
members and the fortunes en­
closed with a lot of fun. (Thanks 
(Fran).
served by
: the(hbstess; Next meeting Of the ; 
Rotary Anns will be held March 
17 (8.pm or the home of Mfs; 
Edna Bowles. ;
How parenls can help troubled 
Or (troubling teenagers is the 
substance of a “Tough Love 
lecture by Herman FIovland, to 
be held 7:30 p.m. March 15 at 
Knights of Pythias Hall, 4th St., 
Sidney. '
North Saanich ctnmcil will seek 
a meeting tvith the engineer and 
planm't lor Dean Park Estates to 
('■(.(l.ry :db.;;':5ol vg/ ''a;': traffic"'prpbletu 
created by cimstntction of the 
third aiul fomth phases ol the 
development.
l.loytl"4"lairop,/a;'"Tcsidcrit ''^'Of.
' ";:;Satidoyer'ftVcMeiu(’'in:''an:, oldei’, ■ 
pari of the developtnent, ap­
peared before the public works 
commit tee Feh, 28,, with a 
petition requesting something be 
((,. dbnc;;'(:''(((;,
: (The committee, which llncUidcs
.(■'('/thC':: (,whole.((couiicil((; was;:,;;;;tpUk; 
'i'';"';cottf.i;rU'Ctibn';; trafirc;; i.o.:;;thc(/hew,,;;. 
('. areas j)scs(Saritlo,vcf Ci'es,ccnt''arid 
BarrelDrive; as:'a,,;;£iccess;"roads,';:f 
and people who live ui the KK) 
(('•'; new';hotitcscun'’he''cvpccicd'io;do;; 
the samc; but they are curving 
narrow roads wiih Mind in- 
( tcrsecitons not desighed to hapdle
that kind of traffic,
: Tlic committee discussed the
;: annual spring cleanup, which ts 
; scheduled for May 2 to 20, and 
( decided to have the pickup begin 
in the somiheast quadrant. 
;;(('', ;''Maximunt' ai:nbunt(;of :';refwsC'; be.; 
.; fcnnHed(:fieC'...oflcharfie; will Itc,
reduced frortvfour cubic nieires 
to two cubic metres.
Erosion of several properties 
caused Ibis wiiiler by waves or 
Hooding creeks Avas disciisscd; 
and the commiucc approved,: 
construction of sea walls for, four 
properties in the Ardmore area, 
in spite of bylaw's prohibiting
:suclrcousiruction;;';':'''
A ld;i';'.(::pcorge;v";:. West,wood,(.'' 
chairman ( of tlic commiite^^ 
reported the airport;manager will 
rccqinmcnd permission for; an 
easement so that drains lending 
from ' Canoia Road (to Rcny 
Creek can cros.s airport property 
to avoid roadside water lines;
teU y«iir 19S3 Sitmar ci'iiise only twebpersoris per cnbiiff^
before Waroh 31 rl983 and yoii’l!^^^^^ 
take off with lx)t:h 
Super Saver savings 
anil, with purchase 
Offfruisc, (ree air 
fare to and from 
our Liberian- 
registered si tips.
All savings are 
applicable to
XnANSCANAL. SAVliUS $1000;
- ■ I’*'* * t »l III.
'. '('AL/^SKA. SAVE'US $500'."'' ("
'^t/VRmBIiAN,'SAVEij8$4M('
savings. TIte savings 






Super Saver savings, 
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of FiOFISSiOHS, GOODS mi SIFVICIS . . . ^
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Frl. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
CERTIFIED H.D. AHECHAIliC
All Repairs To
Cars - Trucks- Tractors. Etc.
Specialising in Testing Station Problems and Electrical! 




Now selling in Sidney, the new “Line-A-6eds" 
for all makes P/U trucks. Guaranteed 1 year. 
Also Restoration * S.C.B.C. Claims 





HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134 KlcDONALD 65S-7144
PARKROAD or656-30i2
; on the muff^
i

















COSliPLETE EKTEM - IPRIOK CLEAN UP
Add hundreds ol iloUati vsIue to your car or camper,
•STEAM CLEANING 'POLISHING •SHAMPOOING •PRESERVE-A-SHINE




Windows •; Floors - Carpets 





Walls washed — 
Gutters cleaned
383^7942
BOB*S,: ¥1LE: MUTr i:r O.
CORNER OF BURNSIDE &
Cornmic Tlleo & AcceB!^iorlos« ........^ Cl ^ ® •! ^'
Estimates Alnstellntions
v"us I'll ',' ,i*;,','*,'■./•'(.■’.Ll I 'V.^O''I'iTeB-'M-'i,, .y'H ',
a8ii.At!iD ei»ocK:
10288 RESTHAVEN DR. ^*1 /llrtAI
SIDNEY. 8,C. !!« SIS
VBL 3H7 656-9223


























SIDNEY. 900 sq. ft.. 20’ ceiling height, 
large garage dixir. $330 per mo. 656- 
3143 between8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 1800- 
10
SANDBLASTING REQUIRED for small 






Mobile home on a rented lot in a quiet 
area. 4 B.R. Fridge, Stove, Posses­
sion on completion of documents. On­
ly $29,900. MLS.
BEN RICHARDSON 656-6958
1 BR. SUITE, fridge, stove, utilities
included. No pets. $475 per mo. 656- 
4066 or656-4003. 1812-13
SIDNEY, 2 year old 3 bedroom home for
rent, $700. 656-3881 after6 p.m. 1818- 
ii: ■
THE VILLAGE OF ASHCROFT
REQUIRES LIFEGUARD - SWIMMING 
INSTRUCTORS, N.L.S. R.L.S.S.C. 
Instructors, familiar with red cross new 
water safety program. Apply to Box 129, 
Ashcroft. B.C. VOKlAO. na-10
CAREFREE RETIREMENT 
A NY 0 N E ?
Excell. 2 B.R. Condo, with views in 3 
directions. Close to beach and shops. 
Super building with sauna, hot pool, 
hobby room, etc. Full price only 
$69,500 MLS.
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. Very
quiet, close to beach and bus. Utilities 
included, $395 peremoth. 656-7617.
17 94 -1 2
LOCAL BOOK PUBLISHER requires part 
time shipper/typist. Mature person. Call 
656-4454 between 9-12 noon only.
18 20 -10
FOR RENT to responsible working
couple, 3 bedroom I'/z baths house 1 
block from beach in Roberts Bay area. 
Fenced yard, fridge and stove included. 
1600 per mo. To view call Aline at 656- 
9697 or656-5584. 1771-11
BABYSITTER NEDED after school within 
walking distance of Sidney Elementary. 
656-5474 after 5:30 p.m. 1806-10
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, Brentwood
Bay. $322 per month. Available April 
lst.479-3310. 1785-11
On 2.2 wooded acres, 1 level, 3 BR. 2 
baths, large family room, 2-car 
garage, large sun decks. Offers on 
$145,000. :':V, : ;
Ted Phillips 656-5337 (Res.)
656-1111
Sidney, 3 level split, 3 BR, 2 full 
baths, carport, central location. Of­
fers on $98,000.
Jim Ewan 656-7319 (Res.)
656-1111
COZY REITREMENT
Spic and Span 2 B.R. Basement home 
with S. exposure. Stone fireplace. 
Large kitchen. Good price. Only 
$73,000.
KAREL DROST 656-2427
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Stove,
fridge, hot water, cable T.V., w/w 
carpet, drapes included.656-1673,
1 7 84 -1 1
, AVOM
To Buy or Sell 
Territories available 
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-K
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom
waterfront accommodation, nice beach, 
boat available. Secluded. $300 per mo. 




2395 Beacon Ave. 
656-0131
AVAILABLE MAY 1st. 3 bedroom
bungalow, 3 appliances. Sidney area, 
1625 per mo. Children and pets O.K. 
656-7901 after6 p.m. 1773-11
Beai^Estate;
: Wanted : ;{■
. : \ , SIDNEY ELECTRIC \
. .'Gerry..--656-0449.;/^. 
^Specializing in Refrigeration 
•Major Appliance Repairs 
a Microwave Testing for Radiation 
'Leaks:' ;
® 10% DISCOUNT for Seniors
SIDNEY CONDOS
Going concern
Fully equipped machine -and welding 
shop. L Prime; high Traffic / area/ 
$265^000.
Bob Frew 652-3043 (Res.)
655-1111
MARINA PARK 1 bedroom suite, price 
,$49,900: Vendor,;,will carry, at low, 
low interest.
I WOULD like to live in a private home, in 
or near Sidney. Please phone 479-6140.
/16 83 -11''"':'...;.'.^.',.:"^
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 
' :P.m. ' ,, tf
Commercial Land
Located in high, traffic area: : 83 acre, 
zoned C3. Central Saanich.
Bill Mosher 856-7117 (Res.)
656-1111
3rd STREET/1 Br suite, bpIy Sblocks : 
fro.m Beacon Ave. $48i900.
'drive BY;2203 Annelia, ;2 BDR on The; 
main floor & 1 down. Also family and 
rec room down completely finished. 
Asking price $89,900: Open to offers.
VYANTED TO RENT: 2 - 3 bedroom
furnished house, or .summer horne, from 
Apri 11 to October:! . Mature coupie with 
dhe ma le ad u It son. Mb pets. References . 
aviaiable.478/4706;^^/
TYPING, MY HOMEv Reports, 
manuscripts, etc. Reasonable rates. 
656-4564: / .1573-13
I WOULD: LIKE; room and board in: a/
QUALIFIED;:AUTp MECHANIC will 
: repair your car. Reasonable rates. Call 
/anytime, ask for Stu; 656-1093/1726-10
private.homb with a family,!:ih:br near '9 -V home/have largeya
/Sidney. Please phone479-6140. 1722- Will give good care ^r your Chilean.
.. , McTavish Road area. Please phone 652- ,; / .
9664. 1730-11
dor holt
Call KAl JACOBSEN 
656-13911 656-2257:
OCCUPANCY/NOW--: delightful; dne] 
bedrdom/unit with/water view, near 




WANTEDTO RENT, garage or wc^kshop^: :
s^pace/suitable i fbr^S 16 ft. PART TIME . STUDENT,;
<i;,ilhfvit /Sirinev?arb^ 656-1164. ask for handyman/gardener,: very/reasonable;/sailboat/Sidney'area. 656-1164, ask for ‘
Dr. Cadger or home 385-0812 1748-10 ! /- rates. Cail Dean, 658-8293 /;;1808-li:
RETiRED CANADIAN COUPLE living in 
San Diego would like to rent furnished 
;accommodations for / June :;and / July /: 
/Local and ; bank?;refefehces available.: 
Please write E.;Poulsbn; 5006:Old Cliffs 





PLUMBING REPAIRS. Renovations and 





2481 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C: 
656-3951
WANTED TO RENT, small 2 bedroom 
home, preferably y/ith fireplace and 
garden. Long term, references available: 









LongTlmo Sldnfty BuHdor : /; 
Ronovalo & Siivol FREE ESTIMATES
Call 650-4915
Now epoclallzing in Finishing Carpon* ' 
try,, Cabinets and Bullt-lna, Rumpus 
Roomsr Repairs, Additions, Custom" 
made WIridow Shutters.
— NO JOB TO SMALL
KEVIN CyRRAN 
Carpenter & Joiner
Qualllv Work Frea Esiimalcs
Renovations, additions, finishing 




lust returned from a trip? Or 
havd you had visitors staying 
wllh you? If you would lika 
your social news printed freo 
under tho Poninsuls Poopio 
headino, fust call tha editorial
Insuranco Agents 
AUTOPLAN
Member • Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
STUDENT PROBATIONER Officer seeks
reasonably priced T-2 bedroom 
house/cottage in country atmosphere, 
Sidney area. Excellent local references. 





FOR ADULTS ONLY 
SUMMERGATE VILLAGE
Custom renovated 3/4 double wide, 
mobile homo in mobiie home park in 
Sidney. Features two bedrooms — 
spacious master,: 1 Vs: bath/sun toom 
with skylight, fully oquipped kitchen, 
carport and shed. The Village pro- 
yides ' atuactiye; surfoundings/aiid 
many amenitios •'.inciudlhg a/pooli 
soclalhall and games rootn -lor those 
over 55, LOW: monthly assessment:/ 
'^-'''$79,006
NORTH SAANICH, south , of 
Experimental Farm, Sunny yet secluded 
is this delightful, custom built, 2 
bedroom home. Extra high, full 
basement; with bathroom arid { sliding; 
glass doors onto large patio, Easy care .6 
acre property; with ;speciat ,trees and 
:shrubs, Views of the straits/ islands,
: Olympics and Mti: Bakor:; Largo wrap- 
. around ;•: sundeck, : carport/ circulaf 
;driveway with extra parking: /Asking; 
$ 128.000:656-4517 1759-10
SIDNEY FIRM requires experienced 
bookkeeijer, part time to begin, will work i 





/^;' /,: S58-8975 ;//: 
Bookkeeping: to trial; balance, 
payrolls, write-up work. One time on­
ly- or regular basis. My office or 
yours. Typing, : photocopying, also 
available, , . v - ;
' ' '' ' W33-1?
KLONDIKE PLAYERlS currently planning 
for summer shows at Three Valley Gap, 
Ghost Town Revelstoke. Phone Dave 
White 112-837-6542 or write Box 1040 
Revelstoke, B.C.V0E2S0, : : ^ na-lO
TAX RETURNMS PREPARED. Personal, 
small business, farmers, child tax credit. 
Reasonable rates, experienced, ; V. 
Fleming,656-4677, 1790-16
WATERFRONT COMPLEX 
MARINA PARK - SIDNEY
Quiet top-floor dno-bedroom unit in 
adult orientated condomirliurn com­
plex adjacent to marina; Unit features 
targe sUndeck: with western ex­
posure. Building has many .irhonitios 
Including a confrolled; onlrance, 
elevator, sauna and workshop, / : .




Four superb; lots: with; protcctiyd 
/ covenant; underground' services: For 
/Intormationi /'see/; owner,:'/ 2516 
: Shoroacres Roadi Sidney. 656-1836.
;';/1;7.8;9:-T6;':.,
'.■'frim: OLD’3 bedroom, l V? batits, 2
/tireplaces/double driveway, work shop,
: fiohishod basemen,(. Garden and fruit 
' trees. Reduced, $84,500.656-4555. *
.';;'i7:7G/T'3';;.'//:.-..:':/
Real Estate; 
For Rent ■ '
MANAGING EDITOR.
COMPANY: In less th,sn two decades we 
Have /bijcomd: one; of; the ; leading; 
Suburban Newspapers In Canada.' We' 
/are ihd dPminant nows and advertising 
medium In one of thejoyyer iinainland’s:' 
thriving suburban markets: ;;/
: QUAI.IFICATIONS; Sound newspaper 
experience, as a Writer and Editor, 
Managerial (lair, ability to handle people,; 
/including /.motivation, Creativity,/
; llexibility,l decision making qualities, / 
Capability of working weir/undser 
'. 'prc.ssure,
RESPONSIBILITIES:; Will motivate,' train 
and guide staff to produce the highest 
possible standard ol accurate. In­
teresting, stimulating hows and feature 
material , presented in o' lively and 
professional form, Will chair staff 
mootings and be responsible to the 
Editor lor all aspects of the day to day 
operation of the Department,
,Bysioess'
Services:
JOURNEYMAN TECHNICIAN will repair 
TV's,;V,C,R.’s./ Evenings and weekends, 
REasonable: 652-9445/ : ' 1605 • 13:/
RETURNS preparedINCOME TAX 
promptly, at low cost. Personal and 
: corporate;;'Alsb financial statements tor 
small-medium /; businesses. , shaw 
Computer Services/652-1353. 1689-17
EMPLOYMENT COUNSELLING, per­
sonal and financial advice for the mature; 
worker by qualified professional, $25- 
-50..656.2965,,':;1758-11:
,»»»—wi»wfiirii»nii Ii»»«ii>ii«iiiiiiiii «Hii»nimii|i «imi«in iimmniiii i iiuhiiiih.wii—iiH'HWW :
Ym «et mon,..
FIVE BEDROOMS, Dean Park area. 
Seaviow, 1/3 acre, in-law suite, 2 
fireplaces/ S '^bsths,'" Good' ftnanring:'" 
$99,000.652-5745, /./ 1686-13
.92 ACRE”FARiirin"cdurl.onay, LrovSi,
cuitivatc-d and in p/islore, Vluy bafrumd , 
modular homo, Phoneowhor, 652-2445, 
1731-21
BRENTWOOD BAY/; furnished units. 
Kitchonoltcs, dishosi cable TV. Free 
twrking, maid service, Available weekly 
and monthly, Sandown Motel, 6S2"1551 /;
./"///., /.tfn".-if-
StONEY, nearly now duplex. 3 bedroom 
fireplace, fenced yard. No pets
rAiSiitE''.'TRElD. C6f8. on „Lands“'et3;;
Road •lear terry terrmnai, plus 1/4 
undivided interest in 4-acre : parcel 
Phone owner evenings, 652-2445,1732-
SMALL. OLDER ...HOUSE, Hmimm
Ofive.Sidney. $45,000.652-4117 1747-
feferonccs Av.-jilablB immodiately, $575 
, 1668'tin;
SIDNEV/nearly now duplex,’3 bedroom,
' /IV/, tJUlhi,., Itreplauj,,, lull busement, 
carport,; fericed yard, Refororices, no 
pet®, available; immediately, $650 p m. 
'.:/;:65e-4066; 666-4003/;:; 16674(0/
CtOVEfe
bedroom apartment, furnished, May I to 
Sept. 15, 1983, $400 per month or 
.//' would, trade. for same' in Sidnoy:. 112/'. 
;,,/ 57.4 5832/'/'/ collect.''/;/'/::i735JJ'' 
''' rMTFbR 'lilNfTlsot.: 7 tnrit r'anH:
Ocean.,.3,795.10,
REMUNERATION;/ starting salary, 
commensurate/ with experience; and 
/"provenability. :.'/;// ■:.'/, /'.i///'./".';•
BENEFITS; Excellent Company benefits 
,indue life insurance, dental plan, 
estendod health care and long term 
;;."dlsability,otc.'/' ./'.''
REPLIF.S; All applications and resumes 
should bo mailed to Box 196: 
B.CiY.C.N.A. 1004 ■ 207 West Hastings 
Street, Vancouver, O C. VODIH7,
AH appllations will bo answered. Can­
didates for interview will bo contacted by 




$ SAVE INEKCIY $
Let us pass oui low overhead savings 
on to you/ Thermal glass products 
.create comfort ,ind save energy, . 









Please Call for Inlormalloit
BSfr0328 or ^<^202
visKAtiwa axutH- 
, Miieoowtiit . 
RINSr » VACUUM > 
; :s
rm flMi» f*r irntMl
£ARN. ex-'.''
TRA MONEY PART-TIME as a Reial Sales 
Rep)ewmtalive, Our gilt catalogue is all 
:' yciii . ruj'ed.', Write ' REGAL,' 939... E'glinton . 




PROFESSIONAl. REPAIR to all rnaka 
and models of'Ina'jor.appliahcci.'/Ccm-; 
petitive worranties, $213 aervlco charge, 
Call,47'8-0364 attBr'6 p'.m/: :/;/,l73l-l3;
Wednesday, March 9, 1983 the ’ Page B9
Crafts Boats E^Bscellaneous | Pets &
& Marine For Sale | Livestock
Western Canada School 
of Auctioneering Ltd.
Canada's first and only completely 
Canadian ■ course ottered 
anywhere. Licensed under the 
Trade Schools Licensing Act, 
R.S.A. 1970, C, 366. For par­
ticulars of the next course write; 




Forced to sacrifice finest quality boat 
in its class. 22 ft. "SEARAY" 220 V 
188 HP I/O. Trim tabs, fathometer, 
radio, head, etc. Perfect condition. 
On view at
MENZIES OUTBOARD,
2520 Beacon Ave. Sidney. 
656-3221
... PossiblylhVlargest selectiononj









NEW AND REPAIRS, renovations. 







The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
v/ho are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a Job 
or for the sale of your 
•own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 
classification will be ac­
cepted by phone.
THIS WEEK’S FEATURE . . . Office 
Tables . . . 30” x 60” chrome based 
with teak or walnut arborite lops. 
$85. & $96. each, 36” x 72” metal 
based committee tables (ideal tor din­
ing tables or group conference use), 
... will easily seat 8 persons, $225. 
each. Call in today or phone 
748-4032. Remember , , , ”We 
match the best and beat the rest!'
QUARTER HORSES, brood mares in toal 
to Triple-BarLeo. Stallions, colts, fillies 
and geldings. All ages. Sale or lease. Len 
&JeanWakernan, 652-2445. 1734-12
PENINSULA DIRECTORY







Blue young male cat, 
grey coat, recently 






p'aigMM DESIGNER/BUILDER SIDKEY, B.C. 656-1708
JOMES BROS. COBSSTRUCTIOIM
•Affordable Custom Homes 
•Framing, finishing, additions and 
retaining wall specialists656-2164 656-4882
GLADIOLUS BULBS FROM HOLLAND.
For free catalogue send self addressed 
Stamped envelope to Pemberton Imports 
General Delivery, Pemberton, B.C. VON 
2L0 na-13
1 HAVE AN IDEA for an invention to 
enable stone-deaf people to hear, I need 
partner.'partners with good mechanical 
ability. (No money required.) Equal 
sharing basis. Reply to Box ■‘K", c/oThe 
Sidney REview, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, 
V8L3S5. 1729-10
EH ECU •COMMERCIAL •RESIDENTIAL •NEW CONSTRUCTION •ADDITIONS 
•RENOVATIONS -FARM BUILDINGS
CONTACT JOHN KENNEDY DAY OR EVE. 652-2394
PADDLE FANS — The original tan store. 
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5.Phonell2-299-0666. na-tf
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR PIANO! New 
home study course: Fast, easy, method, 
Guaranteed! For FREEE information, 
write: STudio C0307. Russell S 
Associates. 10060 -102 Avenue, Fort St. 
John, B.C. VIJ 2E1, na-10
1976 BUICK APOLLO A-1 condition. 
38,000 mi. $2,500 obo. 656-2752. 10
CLARK ENTERPRISES. 9750 - 4th St. 
Sidney. 12 ft. single pane patio doors, 
S295;6 ft. thermopane door, $325.5mm 
mirrors (factory seconds), $3.50 sq. ft. 
3mm glass, $1.00 per sq. ft. 656-656. 
Visa, Master Charge. ttn
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - BEAT 
INFLATION. Ideal for semi-retirement, 
iakeshore living, Gulf Islands. 4 Quality 
housekeeping cottages plus residential 
unit. Box 356, Ganges, B.C. VOS lEO. 
Phone 112-537-2311. Agent Saltspring 
Lands Ltd. 112-537-5515, 112-537- 
9272 collect. na-10
ELWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
Concrete Driveways Concrete Waterprooting Sidewalks
Fish Ponds Quarry Tiles Home Renovations
Phone 656-3881 lor Free Estimate
l^yslcal
iristrsjments
17-FRONTIERSMAN CANOE. $300; 2 
h.p. Evinrude motor, $300; skate 
sharpening machine. $800; 12 ga. 
double brl, shotgun, $200; .308 lever 
action and scope, $300; .35 Rem. lever 
action and scope, $300; .35 Rem. lever 
action, $200. 656-2752, 10
LOWER KITCHEN CUPBOARDS; one 
24" wide; one 21" wide; one 36" vvide. 
Upper kitchen cupboard, 30' wide; one 
as newexercise bicycle. 656-9213. 
1728-10
TAXI COMPANY PLUS HOUSE FOR 
SALE. Two cars 11 plus 33 passenger 
bus, 3 bedroom house, telephones in 
house, no dispatcher needed with tele­
connect unit installed $105,000.00. 
Phone 112-847-4433. na-10
I*. DRAINAGE SEUViCES FREE ESTIMATESLet your problems be ours JOHN
, Sewers and Drain Lines Replaced or Repaired 656-9669
EXPERIENCED GARDENER looking tor 
work. Have own tools and truck. 656-
' 71.54'...10.'.
4 YEAR OLD KINCAID PIANO, $ 1,600 or 
nearest otter. 652-2472, 1786-13
LARGE £bdrm. 1300 sq. ft. home with
self-contained lower 2 bdrm. 100 sq. tt. 
in-lawsuite. $99,500. 656-2752. 10
Aytomotive
1975 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS.
PS, PB, $1,900 obo.:652-0697 .
door,
10
AUCTION - GIANT FARM EQUIPMETN 
AUCTION SATURDAY MARCH 12 10:00 
a.m. Matsqui Fair Barn Abbotsford, 
hudnreds of items being sold. Tractors, 
hay equipment, manure spreaders, 
vehicles, miscellaneous, ‘‘Your con­
signments welcome". Telephone right 
away I Paton and Smith Farm Services 
Ltd. Auctioneers 112-530-0748,112- 
946-8077,112-534-9550. na-10
EUROPEAN COMPANY provides 
financing tor development of gold 
properties, also, will buy any amount ot 
gold dust for cash. Reply in confidence. 
Box 4225, V\/iliiams Lake, B.C. V2G 2V3. 
na-10
RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS Full or part 
time. New line of Canadian made vinyl 
products. Guaranteed market in every 
town. No obligation. Prk Plastics Phone 
112-224-5041. : na-10
1977 G.M.C. BLAZER, 4x4. Good 
radials, lockout hubs, new bucket seats, 
sunroof. $3,995.656-2029. : 10
r
$3000/;;.:
•7-5 COLT. 1 owner 
•73 CAPRI, tested 
•78 HONDA CIVIC 2999 
/•74 COMET 2 cfr.. 6 cyl.
•73 MAZDA 1299 
•69 DODGE CONVERTIBLE 
•74 MALIBU WAONG 
•72 VW VAN ,
•76 DODGE PICKUP 
•Many Others
OAK ST. AUTO WORLD
2360 Beacon Aye.; Sidney, 656-0801
RELIABLE YOUNG WOMAN will do 
housework tor $5 an hour. Sidney area or 
wiil needtobe picked up. 656-5931. 10:
SATELLITE T.V. SYSTEMS complete, 
guaranteed $2,995:00. No down 
' payment on approved credit. Delivery 
and; instlalation available anywhere. 
Phone Maple Ridge, B,G,Tl2/467-1337 
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. na-13/
SELF MOTIVATED INDIVIDUAL 
REQUIRED. Erxlusive territories. Must 
want to make over $3,000 per month. 
New, fast selling product tor trucking 
auto and industry./Call Straight-Line 
Distributing 832-7779 anytime. Box 














QUALIFIED AUTO MECHANIC will 
repair ybur/car. Reasonable rates,' call.; 





LABOURER, will do odd jobs -.cleanups, 
gardening,(/digging.:, construction,//or 
whatever. 656-7653 II
WANTED.' FRUIT PRESS; wine making/ 
T equipment and electric juicer: 592-1771/ 
1962 FAIRLANE Sport Coupe. Like new, 1727-10
SLAUGHTER HOUSE PROCESSNG 
PLANT, 6000 square feet. Hog grading, 
inspection, electronic scales, steam 
boiler, smokehouse, rendering, scalding. 
Established wholesale and custom sales. 
Owner retiring. Reasonable terms to 
depreciated value. D.L.A, Management,/ 
Box 249, Salmon .Arm, B.C. VOE 2T0; 
Phone 112-832-2064. - } na-9
/:: T.U. SKITT /' 
7:/ /electrscian//
25 Years Experience 
Residential. Commercial. : : 
Industrial , 'f
Rewiring, ejectric 
heating repairs, / 
appliance / 
connections.
“No Job Too Small”
656-5604
$2,000 ordtters; 1972 GMCshortbox,l 6: . . , -t-t^-—-—: ■
; cyl, stnd. $1,200 or otters; 2.-16” 8 hole ^
-nT;$50orotters.652-0687, 656-415o. 1788-11 . \
12
Thorne - Lennon Electric




HAVE CLASS ONE Licence with air. W
or less to gain 
/driving experience, v;Gall Dave, 652.-, 
//1808. 12/
■Saies^
1979"/ MUSTANG 2/ dr;, AT, PB,/PS, -
1972; HONDA 350: cc. Runs weli; tested, 
hew ti res. Adking $4 00 65 2 1468. /:;;
T7 4'2-:-'l'0'/'''.'r.,'' "v,:/':'/.':
1973 INTERNATIONAL TRUCK with 16' 
van. $2,500. Opento otters. 656-5632. 
:1803:-10
58,000 miles. $4,100.656-9181::// 
i931 750 YAMAHA-SECA76500 km,;
rooster fairing, back rest,:$3400. 656-/ 
9181:'/'T2,.
FLEA MARKET, ;Sahscha//Hall,/: eyery ' 
Sunday 9 /- 3/ p.rh. For into: and table ( 
reservations; 656-5316 eves. : : 7^' / ttn
/SEEKING /A .VVEEKLY^ /S 
.GROUP, coping with
separation/divorce'? Professional
■ I leadership, also public monthly into 
/meetings. Call Divorce Lifeline 386- 
4331. ttn
1974 PONTIAC ASTRA Hatchback, 
Si 100 obo. Qwnermoved to U.S., must 
sell.656-5203.^; : - ' 7 1811-10
Misceliaineous 
: For Sale' 'y'T'''-
CENTRAL SAANICH LION’S SWAP & 
SHOP, 6994 E. Saanich Rd., from the 
6th of Feb, til Mrch 20tli;Sundays, 9:30
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE
Crisis/ Line; 383-3232. We offer in-/ 
tormation, support and/referrals. 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. ttn ■
a m. to 3:30 p.m. For intO:phoiie 652- 
4679, Proceeds, to 
Shawnigan Telethon,




FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 
posts and rails. Select tree tailing. 656-
.'4213,;;:': r .■//7:''.,::,.4387-tf7
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western 
Canada’s largest display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available, Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C, V5C 2K5.
: Phone299-0666. tt
Groceries, 
77; Rffleat &/ ;■ 
■/(Prodyce^'
RACHEL. Tarot card and palm reading. 
Also advice on all problems on yvays of:. 
life/ business, health and love affairs. 
HourC 10 a.m: - 8 p.m; incl. Sunday. For7 
appt: 381-0426:, : /ttn
_____ ———— ■■ , "77 . /.: '
:"7,''"''":.'.;;(.,.'7( v'.w; '7.; ; ■
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages — .serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 






















SANDAK SHOES tor all the family, 50% 
replacement on 5 year warranty. Shoe 
parties or individual sales. 652-3038.
'''■■'■14'5'R-13''^
/ YANMAR 7195 FARM 7RACTOI^, 4 x4
Diesel:.wi1h:tront end load anci cab,: Like- 
new. low hours, Night 652 '24^5 / days -
:,;'662'-iij'4/':/'/('/:7;:';I'm-iT
MONEY BACK guaranteed weight loss 
progrant,/ Wholesome :, /natura 1
ingredient.s. Very nutritional Available 
retail or Distributor opportunity. Call Ed 
Hale, Hebalife Distributor, 652-90497 
,/' 16'5'8/10'3/_7'7,:7;':'/7''7.',//('’'7/'_7_7';;::/
: suite,: 66’;: Jong,' refectory table: and /;
/' hebches.yyitti bapksj ;pl,us/2 upholstered;;/':/ 
:a( rnchairs,( $950; dbg cage, $ 50; old oak',7 , 
(/school desk, (J 50/, twin; teds with solid;:((( 
.' birch headboardss, $125 each; 656-.6318, ; 7
J 6,59-10
';;/; Thaple'headtjoards and,1ran'ies'$75each;;:;:7 
' ' Jn1eheviwdn/''3 'ttibhthS'‘''Olri,' plus =3”





1412 White Rci;, 
oil Slolly's X Rd.
652-2009
IF YOU WANT TO DRINK, that's your 
business. It you want to quit, that’s our 
business. Alcoholics Anonymous. 383-
;,0415',/.'-: (/„.(..( /',„:' (1708-13-










' /, FORD '3000, TRAClf OR c/w, all opt ions,';' 
ihcluding ' R:0 P S and ropt 1550 
original hours Also;; a number of im 
plemonts to (it same;: V Finholm/ 248- 
3080 Church Road: R.R, 2, Parksville, 
B(C:V0R2Sf) 1782-10
FAWCETT; OIL STOVE. $,t 00: brown 
/couch $50: rdll top desk,/,$76; ;V,W.;
Bcicilo' trailer hitch($35; kHchon iable '
aiid„4 swivel; chairs; ,$2,25,/AII(ebovoin 





3 Room'grciupB: Bacholbr suites, 
/iridiwidual ( plooas,;; hide-a-boijls, 
rollawnys, rnonm to month. * -
833 Y^tos : 383-3655
SEASONAL COLOR ANALYSIS. Go-
ordinate, your clothing and cosmetic 
; (cfjlors with your:natural facial tones;, let : 7 
(/ yourself glow);Coloi Paks availablo, Lois
;('',;'AlleVi, 652'-14'3'2(,''/ ;"(■ Y7. ::'7i53B-J.2/7('
;((((,ELECfROLpS'1^1i^RM;W 
7 REMOVAL,/Support; Your local T;A.P,E:; ::/ 
:,(/B;C. Meinter: tor; inlpr'rnatibn regarding;(( ;■
:the member: in yoljf area ;6472 130A/ : 
(,Str'ee!t/Surrav,''B,C.'V3W 7Vy8;7' ';'' ' no'^l0'( /;
Olfice; B52-Z910
: 7 7 Contract or,Hourly ^ ^ ,
PHIL LAMBRICK EXCAVATING LTD.
'7278 ChatwBlI Olive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1M0
'-''including':
.'7‘*Sewers;'"' ■ /;:.*Waiermains J"'- ■' 7
•Sewer Hookups •Hydro & Telephone Ductwork
Rosldcnce; 652-3258
SPORTS 7 GROUPS, 7
,;,:SCHOois':;'(:'Short7oi((tunds?''';2ifcFund;''7;;'
Rriising pi ograrns /availablo;; For .j in7 
7,;'/fof'mation':;(and/;.freo;' brochures',7 wrile:",/'7 
/ Emily: rfudson,,; Family Choice Inc; 7680: ,•:
‘ Sunyhoime Crescent, Richmond/ B.C,; 











;Must be Clean and .in good candition,' 
I'Vj|;;jjsh lot' the Fight oi'ie,' 668 -RB10 alter 6
30’' with plough 
and harrows, 14 HP Briggs and Stratton,
. $35pObo,656-3J93.1' 1797-10
::■/ i';'lLA3<'"MD'’r'WED”Fhillrnaif^ ;,
, luRga'Re;" on' .whetFls./l 9'/j'X22V»x6:3/4”;'( 
.$2'2:/eath;',,tTiaichinB;'rod/trotp/SR;',I,'", 
woekendor ibluey 161x20x5" $12, 656« 
”''(',21''!97','‘'''''/:'/:'''.',.,''';(",':''^'_.';;""'::'':''' ^798'TO 



















MO VING ’’"SAL E ."~DTn ing”T'Sm 
war.hftF/dryer; ehostertiold suite, garden - 
tpbis,'; ul illty 1 railor; land lots of: of her 
miMotlanobuB items; 656-6783,1804 •10/' 
'IRd 1cH7((Rr$Ti>T
'.24'' ',HACIEN,';BUH.T7360; ,''f»«a,tt,;:(wMeF":" 
cooled:,,Moorage,'loiyorer'tris- Ai^Hini)/ 
$10,600,652 1460 IMji 10
' wEss;;''" i''9 9;' More ■;
': Cruiser.:;Ford, 36'2.' inb(»rd.<"outbwrdi, 
'Tnn'nUbfe, ,t»ownd«i, :t'nMd,"F,«6'0:i '
' anchor, dinghy., CB and compass (.Offers;' 
:.}00i2'5th$1:,$itjn«y, .'.7.
AND
''6,.56-008 5:6 5 6 - 4121 .'7"^;'■ "7,: (,;'180M 0,/"'
$75/; ji,'mgle,„'bed,,,wilh/iWflt(srprocll'mat' ;; 
i 4,/',,hiuuuiluU, Guali.y, liiu.luit/ta 
': $50'' All r’n' excellent' condjtion;/ 656- 
/; ; /'/'";'' F6»Qd0,'.
,§iNSl'l”DED415 O'Two kcyEwTirori’an ;;,
$195/"„6t5f« '$95, ,C;i«ette 'n$6fi/Co(1efl,fable,$25,7Lady’s flight bly/
„,$;)d„656;':'3ri4'/., , . ///;/"',$770d0.
SENIORS [60 OR MORE], New fo Sid­
ney? Don’t knov/anyone? The Silver 
'f'OAC'tf /''Ar'':''U/v>»i' " '"'‘Threads Conire,;Offers'Classes;''activities ;
CRAQK ^ OF N0074 LOGGING., CO. and a vvariri welcome, Drop in fp 10030 
hr^woor^ Supr^ers ' Hosthavencircaliusat656.5537. /: /M|' '
Brentwood arid Saanich Peninsula frpni/,,,
Salfsprtng: Island. Full cords delivorod.i' /.PENINSULA ^ OOMMUNIT^
Aider/split $75 cord. 385'2271: Clift ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd Sf., IS the 
BiWft: ' ' ^ V ' ' t767:‘17 information and Volunteer Service (or z
^ '/,,/the,peninsula/if you need assistance or,;.;/
t wish'to volunteer a few hours a /
nfiftr /; vyook to help others in your community,ctHlar. 652-0683, Marina, toot of Beacon : f/sc ot 34 tor further; in-
termfttir^rr'''"''tf '■' - 
■«”'RANGE™'V6iefs?;MNf®"'by7,. Sidmyy Prosimtive /Chapfer ■ ot' Swsrel:' •, 
'Adeiines."":l('.;;you,'"hk'c, barbershop',,style';/'
gF'pop;mosi''M'onciay5».::7,;'30,'p,.m;;:'at; the,;/'/
;;'CHlCKS:,;0rowr/.eii('''layers,;;/vmh,eb^''',;//'Te8*oo Hallw'M,ill& Road:/Informallpm',/;;; 
layers,"' meSt' birds,'”' order'Y/niV '''Yhih”656'*530l nr'fi56<"?ft'28tf 
' ;'Napih'r''c6Frk --"''''''TlfATMKiJKfTl'AfV^^^^^ "








SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WAfERLINEG
SIDNEf ROTOVAflNG & TRACTOR SERVICE
;7.;,:7.:,.:':',Prompt,..Tourloous.SorvICB. ''■'',.:''7":7';. 7';':'/''J:'
T,; Leveling, Fence Post Digging, Snow Removal'' / '
,:.,;,„Avft, Sidnoy,; :,1760"31,:
'■I'lweWtoek"




SALES, SERVICE a iNSTALLWripN
'l»hone;652-M3li;
, Sf : '
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/We Strip but Don't Dip
Furniture refinishing & repairs 
Quality Antique Wood Furniture Bought & Sold
SOLID WOOD IS FOREVER
^ijitebpoob Jfurnisbtnssi
manufactured unfinished real wood furniture..
Now Serving you in 3 locations:
#102-2527 Beacon (in Sidney Super Foods Plaza) 656-1231
116 Dallas Rd. 383-6777 • #14-435 Simcoe 385-4242
SHAPE UP TO m\iS\Q 
FiTNESS CLASSES
work at your own fitness level. Drop 
in, $1.50. Tues. eves 6:30 - 7:30 
p.m. Thurs. eves. 6 - 7 p.m. Cordova 
Bay School gym. Tues. mornings 
9:30 - 10:30 a.m., St. David By the 





10134 McDonald Park Road
Repairs lo Lawnmowers,
Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc. 
Husqvarna Pioneer




Patlial or Full 
• CUSTOM BUILDING 
•RAISED VAN ROOFS 
•PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
•RV REPAIRS & SERVICE
•VAN WHEELCHAIR LIFTS 
AND HANDICAPPED DRIVING AIDS
479-3178
SiDllEY GLASS
Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
6564313









FREE DELIVERY - 384-3974
!! (DutGii! Lauidscafring ® Co.
,7..'!(( (—'■ Leo’-Lodders 
1 i years in Sidney -— A-1 Recommendations 
AIT Phases of Gardening — Reasonable Prices
FREE ESTIMATES
656-9391
Green - Scene Landscaping
48^7 652 3089 ‘Ideas Through Planting” COMPLETE SERMICE
® , Interlocking Stones for Patios;: , 
Walks, Driveways
1 e Lawns,(Seed or Sod)
• Lawn & Garden: fVlainteriance Tl'
® Pruning & Spraying ; ,|




^ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD. “
' QUALIFIED WAFIRANTCED EUROPEAN WOn<rMNSHiP , FREb tb I IMA, Lb •
We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY by Contract or by the Hour 
Complete Landscaping Service and Quality Stonework.
Call 652-9811 during business hours Mon.-Sat.
riGhard 1
lie. La nd Sunv’! /or





NiARINEEUGINES DIESEL a GAS
Complete installattons
Rebuilding . exhaust :systerhs; 
pleasure, coirimercial .and
For^
COMPLETE EXTERIOR - INTERIOR CLEAN UP T
Add tiundroils III diiilars valuB lo vouf Bold, y ' . v , , ; 
• STrAM ClI'ANINn »P(U.ISIIINn .TFAK RtNrW •SHAMPOOIHO, tit *
10134 McDonald Park Road - ' 656-T933-
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 7;30- 
9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Further 
info. 652-4580; 652-1531. tfn
ARE YOU WORKING? Do you have 
children under 3 years? New parent 
discussion group offers an opportunity to 
meet other parents. Members needed 
for an evening group. For info, call 
Lenora,656-9479. 10
SIDNEY FILM ASSOC, presents
“Slaughterhouse Five” March 12,8 p.m. 
at Silver Threads Auditorium, 10030 
Rsthaven Dr. S2.00 adults, $1.50 OAP.
Info.656-7053 or656-6555. 10
BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY CLUB 
Easter Turkey Bingo, March 28, 7:30 
p.m. (Located across from Brentwood 
Elementary School). 12
FOSTER INFORMATION NIGHT, March
16, 1627 Fort St. at 7:30 p.m. Join us 
and find out it fostering is tor you. Cal! 
656-3941 for information. 11
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT group
meets regularly. To join us, help us, or 
just for information, call 656-4842 after 
5 p.m. ; ffn
!S OVEREATING creating problems in
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you! No dues, no weigh-ins. 
Meetings are Mondays, 8 p.m. at 9788 - 
2nd St., Sidney. 656-2331. tfn
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednesday,
7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383-5545,
10-5 p.m. Monday to Friday for more
'■■■ inf ....tfn
VICTORIA AUXILIARY Annual Rummage
and Book Sale (SPCA) will be held March 
12, 10 am. - 1 p.m. Centennial United 
' Church Hall. Info. 656-2730. 10
PENINSULA FIGURE SKATING Club 
Carnival, March 10 from 7:15 - 9 p.m. 
Panorama Rec. Centre. All welcome.; 10 
SPRING CRAFT FAIR, March 16 from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.mL Metropolitari United 
Church, 1411 Quadra! , Pottery, 
weaving, quilting; Easter specialitiesind 
more: Proceeds to B.C. Epilepsy Society ‘ 
and B.C. Pafkihsdn’s Disease, Assoc.
.y': -'■Vlnfc)}59^5>1433
and Professional
Women’s Club meets March 16, Imperial 
Inn: Speaker will be Dennis Ryan, Better, 
Business Bureau. Assemble 6 p.m.
Dinner 6:30 p.m. All welcome. Reser- 
vations, 477-2691. 9
RUMMAGE SALE, Sat. March 19 from 10 
a.m. St. David By the Sea Anglican ' | ; 
Church Hall, 5182Qordova Bay Rd. 11 J l 
HOW PARENTS CAN HELP troubled or
troubling teenagers ... “A "tough Love" 
lecture with Herman Hovland at Knights 
of Pythias Hall, 9760,4th St., Sidney,
March 15 at 7:30 p.m. All welcome. 10 
SiONEY a SAANICiTPeninsula Garden
Club rose pruning demonstration, March y 
12y 10 , a.m. ! Memorial Rose; Garden, 
Resthaven Dr. , Sidney, by, George 
Hepworth. Visitors welcome, : $10
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN & Adults
with Learning Disabilities are sponsoring ‘ 
Don Gunn, principal of Dean Heights,;
; speaking bn Special Education for; > 
Secondary Students. March 15, 8 p.m.! 
Oakland School Annex, Ryan St.,, Vic-' /
' ''toria,$'':;-$(:','''y1 .;■■!'/ "y/lO; I'
SUMMER CAMPS—- PIONEER PACIFIC 
CAMP (Thetis Island), Quality Camping :
, since 1944. Boys/Girls, 8-17, Sailing,
( canoeing, water-skiing, crafts; sports, ( 
outtrips,, heated pool, Mature leaders. 
Christian values. Free brochure, B.C, 
Pioneer , Camps, #204A-8606' Froaser, 
Vancouver, B.C, V5X 3“3, Phone 112' 
''3251715, :!":'tia-13
CENTRAL SAANICH SENiOFciTIZENS
programmed meetings,, lS;t and 3rd 
! Thurs, each , month;' drop;ins 'every 
Tuesday, 2-4 p.m., Lions Hall, 6994 East 
Saanich Rd.ySaanichton , ^
’’'mAHHA" CLUB rTgistratTor?,';'
: Panorama leisure Centre, March 16 from 
7 -9 p.m. March 19 from 10 - 2 p.rmlnfo. ' 
656-9127,'v '11,,'
FORBES, David. Peacefully at home, 
March 6, 1983, at Sidney, B.C. Born in 
Dundee December 12, 1894.
Predeceased by his wife, Alice in 1980, 
he is survived by his daughters, Mary 
Price, Sidney, B.C. Ruby Cochrane, 
Horsefly B.C.; sons Len of Winnipeg and 
David of Cobble Hilt B.C. Grandchildren 
and great-grndchildren. No service or 
flowers by request. Cremation. 
Donations may be made if desired to the 
B.C. Cancer Society, 2206 Richmond, 
Ave. Victoria. Arrangements by 
Memorial Society of B.C. and ):irst 
Memorial Services.
PEARSON; Mrs. Doroth Enid on 
Saturday. March 5, 1983 at the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital at the age of 77 
yhears, born in Kent, England she came 
to Canda in 1936. She was active in the 
Girl Guides for many years and has been 
a member of the Ladies Auxiliary of the 
Saanich Peninsula Branch of the Royal 
Canadian Legion since 1944, being made 
a Life Member in 1975. She was married 
to John D. Pearson in 1940 and resided 
in Trail from 1945 till 1955 when the 
family moved lo Sidney. She was a Life 
Member of the Anglican W.A. and very 
active in Church work, singing in the 
Choir for many years and held offices in 
the Afternoon Group Anglican Church 
and the Church Committee. She was also 
active in the P.T.A. when her sons were 
in school. She and her husband sup­
ported the opening of the Sidney Branch 
of the Silver Threads Service in January 
1967 and has been most energetic 
during the years. Dorothy served on the 
Staff from 1969 to 1972 and has been a 
dedicated Volunteer in many fields. 
Predeceased by her loving husband John 
Drummond Pearson (Jack) on November 
17 , 1982 she leaves her loving family, 
sons Gary Drummond, Sidney, B.C., 
John Spencer, Colwood, B.C., five 
grandchildren, also her step-daughter , 
Mrs. Harry (Joyce) Adcock. Lantzville, 
Vancouver Is., B.C , a stepson james 
Pearson, Fruitvale, B.C:, step ‘‘Grands'’ 
and greats and a great-great; her only 
sister Mrs. P.A: (Mollie); Hodgkinson, 
Sussex, England. Private Cremation. A 
Service of Thanksgiving will be held at 
1:00 p.m; Tuesday March 8, 1983 in St. 
Andrew's Anglican Church, 9868 - 3rd 
; St., Sidney, B.C:, Rev. David Fuller 
officiating. In liew of flowers, donations 
tothe St. Andrew’s Church, Sidney, B.C. 
dr the Sidney Silver Threads vi/ould be 
(appreciated. Fruends may call at the 
Sands Chapel of Roses, 9838 - Foruth St. 
Sidney, B.C. from 7-8:30 p.m. Monday, 
March 7,1983 to pay their respects.
Getting married, 
engaged, going on 
holiday or 
just returned from a trip? Or 
have you had visitors staying 
with you? It you would like 
your social news printed free 
under the Peninsula People 





of PROFESSIONS, GOODS ond SERVeCES . . .
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 






"Big or Small 
We Do Them All”
9810 Fourth St.
Sidney S5S-lSil 
: - / : or 385-2434
SANDS : SIDNEY :
Bert Morrey
Lfcensed Plumber
Now Construction and Repairs
Specializing in Hot Water Heating
10410 All Bay Rd s Sidney Phone 65S-1580
/ GralM’s^fing (:;—
: taves & onimney
1 DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS^:! ! ((^^^^^^ ,
V9
(iiotices:
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS
In the matter of the Estate of Alice 
Eleanor Somerville, late of 2077 
Brethour Park Way, Sidney, B.C.
Nolicevis hereby given that,Creditors 
and others! having(claims(against:the:( 
estate of thd'above ( named, deceased 
are: hereby, required fo'send them to 
the! unersigned! Executor: at Box 902, 
:Pincher Creek, ( Alberta,: TOK 'IWO 
before Aprif l 5th, 1983, after which 
date, the Executor Will distri bute the 
said estate amongst the parlieS entiti- 
! !ed(fherelo; having.Tegard only to the 
: claims of, which helhen'has notice. '
,: (Executor
(1 ' (' !.!., ta!6'i3
H^LQ ROOFii^G —
Sheet Metal.- Heating. Ventilation and Insulation. :
Call in at 2168 Keating Cross Road lo discuss your needs. 
652-2624
“ Vents and Supplies for the Do-It-Yourselfer.
For ail your Roofing Needs. SSornings or Evenings 
(;-((.(!!7(!Shakes;^Sfiingles,!(Tar;;:!
;“THE^/( R0OFEIIi!(; -((& Gravei(& Repairs': !^ 658-
JLMBIANCE PAPER HANGERS








LEARN TO SEW 
WITH STRETCH N SEW
Eingprie ;;!iesson VaT:('Sanscha(,'Hall,, 
:Startin(f Marclv;i 7 ,$'1 • 3'i'p, nv;. 'or,- 7,(9; 
pm, Fciciniormalion, wll
6563654.
" ( (! 7 TWAIWLEY PAIMTING
.:::::(:!':-!'(:^'exterior: w "((("'"'interior'' :'!■:
Spraying Wallpapering 








.:'':7r7" ■7;'(7;".-!'. Biblo'!'Stlidy((.(-!'"(v 
(Thurs. ,:Evenings. 7-8 p.m, Phone 
i656-A019, Ron & .Shirley Goopers’ 
Residence,' ' Enjoy an.! evening $ ol 








!('(!! Government grant swWtiilsli $!'"(,: (■!'": I’ (
-STUCCO
"i'652.0O29(''''





R.S.C. 1970, Chapter N49
Inner Harbour Management Corp,!c/o 
J.E,. 'Anderson and Associates, 
#304'1095 McKenzie Avenue,! Vic­
toria, B.C:, hereby ejives notice that it 
bas. 'under Section 8,of the said Act,! 
deposited:; with ;;! Ihe,$ ^Minister, of 
Transporf , at 0lthwa(an(rirv the office 
of the.Dj'sirict Registrar of, the,Land 
(Title Pfstiict ol7Vlctoria at 850 Burdetl 
(Av0nue;!!Vicibi:ia;: ll-C((:y8W TB 
descripfioriof; the !Biie;;and' plans; of 
iitoofageilloaisrproposed (to (,be(con,r. 
'strucfecl 'dver' Vicloria(!!'E(Jderal,( Harp 
iwur in tlieXity oliYictoflaan front 0 
L0t(A. PIai)!333ll !0l Lots 201 ( 203 
;and:200A,and,200B,4fictoriaXify:(^
Arid take’: nof ice' tliat(,al1et; the (exp^ 
tldit Ql piieiiionth.fromltip dafe of the 
puolication; 0!; ttiis .notice' innei Har* 
t)Our!:Maha9finienl(Corpv 'wilf .under' 
S0ction(8, of th(2 said Act: apply 10,1110 
■Minisler'of Transport,for approval of 
the said.slle'and plans;:,,(" ,., (';" (
Written commoots should bo directed 
to: ' Director, Aids , Waterways 
Branch, , Canndian ■ Coast' Guard, 
Deparimoht ot Transpori, Ottawa,’On­
tario! KTA(0N7:.:y,,,(::,',.$
Dated'at Victoria, B,Ci,1his 24ih;day 
'of,'February,ip989'!,!•>(
('''''■"'^'■''',r(!(('' D.fT,Carriori'B!C,.l.',S.' 







,' GENER'AL TRACTOR SALES LTD. ;((;
(!' Is. Hwyr Nanoose, B.C. ■'((
Victoria 477-7151 Parksville 478-7671
HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
! QUALIFIED STAFEt’ free:ktimates
•Topping and Foiling •Pruning Mature Trees $ ;
•Soloctlvo!^ - Orriamontals and Hedges
"'^^'«*^‘CERTlFIEb':;SPRAYERSl':BOOK::NOW!^^
FUllY INSURED. REASONABlfRATES 6
Jypewrilermafv
Home and Rommorcial 479-0823












but wncore u!i tt,c.in bo, for joi.ning our v 
,! ((tarriily.bn qtir 50<h Wedding AriiiiverBary, 
(!:'(.at:('t«jr(!"-6fM5n,!'„riousc,:,'Fobruarty!!'26("-'"'; 
(-"Marla'and lew King7(!'.!""('..,7iei4.io'(7:'
:tHE’’FAMILV.bUhe tale K0iinmh'l3ai;S,!"f: 
';Fieldi«g wisfltd ;iharvl<(,thefr trmrdji' for (' 
;,tho ,':,maiiy(,!!«xpt‘ess'brwi „ ot.-(,:)»vmpaihy:(,!" 
.rweivMi,;,,' ;dii1icuft.Tp descnbelh© 




...CARPETING ',(,((('.(I'':'';"' , „
''ICCESSORIER" .
:!liGMTIM6'(b^;7■:((,Fre,l^:lsW«f«t»S(
7117 W. Saanich Rtl.
■'('''''---'■'6524591'':"::'!'^"'^^^
i '''■';■( "S'. 'Ir . 'v . ".i'-,!..' /**
Wednesday, March 9, 1983 the review
By IAN CARPENTER
Student activities are almost at 
a standstill as the senior girls’ 
provincial championships are on 
at the school. At the time of press 
the senior girls had lost their first 
two games against Agassiz by 
only 5 points, 34-29 and Prince 
George College 48-33.
The game against Prince 
George w'as played during lunch 
time and the stands were packed 
with roaring students. The crowd 
broke all previous noise records 
and it will be a long time before it 
is matched.
On behalf of Stelly’s thanks to 
all those who were score keepers, 
all the fans and of course all 
teams who participated. A special 
thanks goes out to coach Peter 
Mason, tournament coordinator.
and Kevin Elder, director.
Full results will be available 
next week but a personal 
prediction is that Vanderhoof 
and Aldergrove will meet in the 
finals, with Vanderhoof coming 
out on top. We’ll just have to 
wait and see!
The senior rugby team was the 
only other team still active this 
week as they played Parkland at 
home. Stelly’s lost the game 19-0 
but played better than the score 
indicates. Parkland scored all 
their points in the first half, and 
then Stelly’s started to play their 
game.
Stelly’s were stopped several 
times on the goal line by a lucky 
Parkland defense. The second 
halfs play was an encouraging 
note to start the next game on!
Next week on March 12, we 
look forward to the Basil Parker 
run; our cross country team is 
planning an entry.
After that it will be a very 
quick hop up to the Easter break 
and the end of the quarter. 1 
imagine next week there’ll be a 
lot more urgency about getting 
those assignments in as the awful 
truth dawns that there’s only just 
over two weeks left.
Ham sales are going very well 
with the grads, soccer team and 
T.M.H. program using this as a 
major fund raiser. It’s a good 
deal — the groups make money 
but the buyers get the hams 
cheaper than they cojjld buy it 
elsewhere. If anyone is interested 
just give the school a call at 652- 
4401.
One of the Peninsuia Com­
munity As.sociation programs 
which receives little publicity yet 
provides a very necessary and 
valuable service to the com­
munity is the homemaker service.
It is staffed by residents of the 
peninsula and provides em­
ployment for more than thirty- 
five persons who show in many 
extra ways they really are con­
cerned about the people who 
receive their care.
■ Referrals for these services; 
come from long term care nurses, 
human resource s,' IG B G,
workers’ compensation^ and by 
; private referral, but the end result 
is a caring service which allows^
By LEANNE PEPPER
Claremont Frisco Spring Fair, 
a special event of the term was 
held March 4 and included a 
white elephant sale, auction, 
baking, plants, cake walk and 
games. Funds from the fair will 
go to support the band trip to San 
Francisco.
The students’ council spon­
sored a contest for all those keen 
jello eaters at Claremont. The 
winner, Jocelyn Harrison, came 
through with a record time of 
20.1 seconds. All participants 
had a great time with con­
siderable cheering and hollering 
urging on eager contestants.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Mrs. Kirkpatrick, Claremont’s 
computer science expert has 
sponsored eight students to 
participate in the annual 
American Computer Science 
League ;with contestants; from 
across the United States -and 
Canada. 'There are five contests
Western visited Claremont and 
spoke to grade 11 and 12 students 
on entry requirements and the 
degrees of courses which are 
offered at their institutions.
Every Tue.sday during lunch 
hour the foods 12 class presents a 
lunch for teachers, parents or 
visitors. Reservations are 
required for the quality cuisine 
and service, which is enjoyed by 
■■ 'all-.
Sports teams at Claremont are 
doing well, especially the senior 
boys basketball which placed 
second in the Island tournament 
’at Comox last weekend to qualify 
for the B.C. Championships to 
be held in Langley March 9, 10,
They defeated Parkland 51-54 
but lost in a hard fought game 
against SMU 59-52: Tim Webber; 
and Charlie Cunningharn wei;e 
chosen for the all-star team.
Also in sports action, Mr.
■li
i; those :with; IrealtK^.^^ to throughput:the year and this is .v.
remain in their own homes for Claremont’s fourth entry Benge is hard at work choosing a
longer than would have been xhe "test consists of a
possible without the many ser- programming exercise and prospective players. The soccer.,
vices provided by homemakers. several short questions. There are season begins March 10 with an
One example can be given of, only four schools in B.C. taking aga>nst
, service above and beyond the part. Mrs. Kirkpatrick also Reynolds.
An elderly lady, long sponsored a few grade 10 and 11 The first league game will be 
dependent upon the com- students last week to write the held on March 23, with
panionship of her cat, refused to annual math contest offered by Claremont playing Belmont. The
go to hospital for the care she the University of Waterloo. rugby team played their second
neeided until her faithful cat l i representatives: P league igame Thursday against
safely put in a kennel. Her fjom i Uyic, AJBC, SFU; : Spectrum- which resulted in a
homemaker received a carry box canios^ College and Trinity ;score of 4-3 for Claremont.
;;;:;from' ■■ local-' veterinarian,Dr.ii;i''" 'V”; ■
Dahl, and then proceeded to 
climb about the rafters of the F
basemhnt where the frightened i 
:, xat'had'hidden.':''''
Once retrieved, it was placed Winneirs in The Review sub- - 3rd St.; and A. Korotash, 
where it would receive good care, scribers’ draw are G. Connolly, 9228 Mainwaring Rd. Winners 
and the lady is,now being given 996S-Sth St . , Sidney; ; B, may pick up theri lottery ticket at
■■■'I
4
excellent care in pur Saanich 
Peninstaia Hospital. This was all 
accomplished after the 
homemaker had finished her 
: regular day’s vvprk!
= Thanks to Canada Safeway 
There will be food collection 
boxes at all their stores 
throughout the Capital Region. 
Goods collected in Victoria will 
go to the Mustard Seed food 
bank,, while -f^^ collected at ; ' 
: Sidney Safeway will go to the 
Lions Chib for dispersal on the : ,
: pcninsidaTPor all w^
^are:;hampersi^going'JO;jhe:C'T 
in I his area through the ; 
caring coticcrn of : this civic 
minded service club, Names are- 
received from schools, ministers, 
and social agencies who arc 
a^vare of ih(*se in need. : T T
Just a reminder that if you are V 
having out-of-town visitors, you 
can always take them to the 
Ocean Sciences Institute for 
guided tours on Tuesday, - 
Wedne.sday, or Thursday at 10 
a.m. if you book a space. The 
tour takes about 1W hours then 
you can stop for cof^ a very 
nicely situated coffee shop open 
to the public during business; 
hours. This is a splendid facility^ ^ 
-';;;ynnd'Tlike''ThCvi'Sidney:''---V;North',T 
Saaniclv Library, is enhanced: : 
■:'''ytvith;;'', art;"- .work'';';hung;,';:by“; the 
Saanich Peninsula Arts and 
Crafts Guild.
Finally, there is Still an urgent 
need for yolunleer drivers at 
-'vTGA.:;lf''.yob,i;can' spare even, an^-'^' 
hour a week to drive an elderly 
■T'HjrsonijTtVkj.herapyr-or!.'"medical;; 
appoimmcnis,picasccall656* 
;;:':OI34:;tddny,''''.You;; will Tedeive- a'V; 
gasoline allowance but best of all, 
you''’'wllF"nieet'The;nice'st;'ptf'ople ■!" 
.and)'helik/'t ■rpcfson;:;ln':';Tccd ;;of :'p 
friendly ■assista'ttce.r"
Buitendyk, 10163-5th St.; G. 
Blow, 10559 Mcdonald Park 
Road; P. Donaldson, 401 -10016
The Review office, 2367 Beacon 
Ave.
HMRSTYLING: SALON
'a persrjnaUzed service for the vyhole family':
t»i
T SERVICE INCLUOlbG:
<»FRENCM BHAIDING •EYEBROW ARCHING^ 
or Drop in at
10498 Resthaven Dr.,
and ha|o a colloo.
(It’s the blue house near MacDonald Pk. 
TRI.''9-:'5'''V'';-’"!entraiicc;at-the':,'rear!:”-'v')':
EC Land Surveyor 
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SALE DAYS MARCH 9 - 12, 1983
A -■ QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED
M WHILE STOCKS LAST
roOD DOIUIR HERE
ELECTRA-SOL ^ McCAIN 12” ^ ,
CAMPBEIX
KRAFT SKIM
C J A McCAIN 12”
Sr»WMO DETETOEOT .s.*,,... .....^4Ji PEPPEil0l^iPIZIAs,s... ., .^2.6S
lllBL£TS 342g/12oz. ................... ...WW ASHLEY’S
^/7Clo TACO SHELLS i42g .....
. tol I W PURINA C*i A DAD’S OATMEAL CHOCO
TEHDEIIViTTLESBo.,.:....COOICiES
WESTERN FAMILY ^ ^ McCAIN
*1.59
1 i SB ff-aww wBfaBBiBtaaBBaw I'A^B ••••••• •................ ««n ^ STICK. 227g/8 oz.
AoLti ^UIJi^ 284mL........... i w PURINA DAD’S OATMEAL CHOCOLATE CHIP
MAXWELL HOUSE iiyji @ W @ S S niPP SOOg B H Siw^e? 450g
COFFEE 369g............. . WESTERN FAMILY ^ McCAIN ^
lliCIiiiE4S4.1Soz.............3.s. iB£^ UPPLEPiEesog...........................






FOR THE UNBLEACHABLES SOOg
€OiN3ss».uH«..^,.,..,...,,.....^^^ ^OZZAHELLA CKU^U..,.,
Beteiioeht reii” km chips ss7,2o„...:.^lJtsy'pEH fhies
CaIfOODS.o... ......^^ JUICE .7r BLEACH
TASTETELLS F C MAXWELL HOUSE
iEAHSWiTHP0BH3»™.......5^
HUSKY; EGGO
— $3 79 WAFFLES3.«UUR0RB.U«>™a........99'
SOFT BIABCAiiNE
283g/10 oz. ..
GREAT PLAINS ALL PURPOSE
FLOyil
PALMOLIVE
